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New · vof ing procedure to kickoff SG elections
Merrick, R. L,
266 • 84 .4c,49
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Candidate filing _begins tom.orrow
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Candidates will begin filing for 33 executive and legislative Student .Government
(SG) positions when the annual election
schedule begins tomorrow. SG-student body
president, vice-pres. and student legislators
will be elected in voting, Jan. 26 following
three weeks of scheduled activities.

EXPECTED TO file on the Presidential
ticket tomorrow are Senator at Large, Joe
Chaitkin, 2POL; and Commuter Representative Mark Adams, 3POL. Several more unannounced candiaates are expected to complete their official filing when filing closes,
Jan. 14.

An unofficial field . of two pre-committed
candidates are expected to file for the $800
per quarter presidential position while their
announced running mates will be :Signing up
, for participation in the vice-presidential
race, a position which pays $700 per quarter.

.Ap. candidates will .be under expanded financial investig~tion . Organizations must announce sponsorship of candidates on or before the filing date deadline and neither on
nor off-CiJ.mpus groups can make more than
a $50 campaign contribution.
Election committee members will follow
up all financial statements as well.

Student legislators will be elected from
among commuter, resident, and college students.

THE COMPLETE election schedule is:

J an: 6, 8 a.m. - Candidates 'file; poll con- .
tracts open.
Jan. 14, noon - Filing . and poll contracts
close
2 p.m. - Mandatory Candidates' meeting
3 p.m. - Poll Captains' meeting; official
campaigning .begins.
Jan. 17, 2 p.m. - Meet pres. a11d vice-pres.
candidates in UC Mall.
Jan. 19, 2 p.m. - Pres. and Vice-pres. forum
,. in UC Ballroom:
· .Jan. 21, 2 p.m. - Senate Roundtables, meet
senate candidates.
·
3 p.m. - Poll Captains' meeting in SG offices.
Jan. 26, 8:00 a.m. - Voting begins 7:30 p.m.
-:- Candidates' open house in Argos Lounge.

Color cards
'simplify'
procedure

Ir$J

By VALERIE WICKSTROM
oracle Staff, Writer

VOL. 6, NO. 11

USF will elect a new president, vice-president and 31
new student government legislators using a new voting
process never before used on
the USF campus.
The structural changes in
voting procedure i n c I u d e
method, . materials, and the
moving of some polls.
Last year's election used
mimeographed ballots which
were deposited in ballot
boxes; voters needed only a
fee· card to vote. Polls were
placed at Fontana-DeSoto
Halls which were then USFproperty and balloting at the
UC was done inside the center. In 1971 elections, only -a
quarter, or 4,000 of the 16,000member campus voted.

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 5, 1972

Conference to run Jan. 8-13

Symposium ·on South
brings jn t.o p nQmes,
I

·A group of high powered

Computer BalloJs
Th~ 1972 Quarter II elections committee, under the
direction of Richard Merrick,
has designed a new voting
procedure in w h i c h de•
centralized voting and computer card ballots, as well as .
separate ballots for various
candidate divisions will be
used.
This year voters must present both a fee card and a student picture ID to vote at
seven campus polls. Because
Fontana-DeSoto
complexes

•

DR. BENJAMIN MAYS

continued on page 3-A.
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cision could. have major statewide implications.
Round two began when the
defendants, USF President
Cecil Mackey, the Florida
Board of Regents and Chancellor Rober~
Mautz, filed
a "notice of appeal" with the

:a.

Fifth District Court of Ap::'
peals.

James J. Gardener of Fort Lauderdale became the first
black member of the Florida Board of Regents when Gov. Ruebin Askew appointed the 54-year-old educator to the ninemember board.
·
.
A Democrat, Gardener succeeds Republican Elizabeth A.
Kovachevich, an appointee of ex-Gov. Claude R. Kirk. Gardener will pegin his 9-year term Jan. 7 when the board comes to
Tampa for their first meeting of 197.2..
'
.
CURRENTLY an assistant to the superintendent of schools
in Broward County, Gardener is a native of Georgetown, S.C.
and holds both B.S. and M.A. degrees from Florida A&M University.
Gardener has expressed his pleasure in receiving the appointment and has indicated that be considers himself "well. qualified" for the job; having served 30 years in education
fields, 26 of which have been in school administration.
He was a teacher in Williston Vocational High School, a
past principal of Bronson Elementary School and of Williston
Vocational High School. He served Suwanee Junior College in
Madison as president from 1961 to 1963 .and then moved to Fort
Lauderdale to become principal of Dillard High School from
1963-1965.
..
The Florida Board of Regents will meet Friday at 1 p.m.
in the UC Ballroom. The meeting is open to the public.

•

McMullen made his decision
December 3 after Mar Jo
began · using a 39,000-gallon
· sewage treatment plant and
the ownership of the system
was turned over to the , city.
McMullen riµed the new plant .
along with two e xi st in g
10,000-gallon plants were adequate to serve all the apartments connected to the systems.

,Bicycle path
cuts parking

l
•'

sored in cooperation with the
Southem Regional Council, a
group of Southerners of both
races cooperating for the
betterment of all aspects of
Southern life.

I
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awarded a grant to film the
proteedings for possible use
on television.
Sessions on Jan. 9, 10, 12
and 13 will be held in USF's
Theatre. The Jan. 11 session
will be in the ballroom of the
St. Petersburg Hilton Hotel.

/

Court: Mar Jo sewers
adequa-te for residents

JUDGE BEN Krentzman's
injunction and USF's notice of
appeal means Ortwein will be
retained by the University for
at least one more quarter and
possibly longer.
Ortwein's contract was to
expire after quarter I ended
Dec. 16. Ortwein has"been put
back on the payroll and assigned classes for quarter II.
In a telephone · interview
last week, Ortwein . said, "I
feel better now than . I have
Those · strange looking
for months" about the status green lines painted·on side. of his court suit and job.
walks, -through parking lots
He' said he would be teach- and median strips on earning at least eight hours this pus are the initial phase of
quarter, t?ree te~n!s classes a planned five miles of new
and a weight trammg class. b"k tr .
h" h .
·JAMES CLARK, Executive 1 e a_i1S W lC . Wl11 eyen-·
Assistant to President Mack- : tually circle the µmer. cam. ey, said he did not· expect a .pus. More than $58QO was
ruling as to whether .or not an spent on the 1½ mfles comappeal would be granted for pleted over the quarter
at least a "couple of months." break, according to a
(A "notice of appeal" may spokesman for the Physical
be filed at the otion of either Plant.
'
party in a court dispute"within
A major change made in
30 days of the decision. Th_e the creati 0 n of the bike
court of appeals then rules 1f
.
. .
.
they will grant the appeal trail _was the ehmmat~on of
bearing; If the parties in- parkmg on_the south_s1de of
volved are still not satisfied Cedar Drive, runnmg on
with the decision, they may the north side of the Uniappeal to the U.S. Suprero~ versity Center. Parking is
Court.)
; still permitted on the north
If Judge Krentzman's dedi- side of Cedar Drive.
sion is upheld, it could· be it '
··
precedent for all state emI

Black educator gets ·
Kovachevich's · post

l

two months before the Florida
Presidential P r i m a r y in
March, according to Dr.
James W. Silver, professor of
history at USF and planner of
the event.

scholars, historians, journalists and politicians will converge at USF beginning Sunday to discuss the face of the
new South in a Symposium
which will include topics such
as civil rights, southern poliTHE SYMPOSIUM is sponThe Ford Foundation has
tics and others.
Among the faces at the
symposium will be Julian ------- -CAL ENDA R OF EVENTS
I
''TWO DECADES OF HUMAN RIGHTS"
Bond of the Georgia House of
Tuesday, Jan. JI - 3 p,m.
Hillon, SI. Pelersbur1
Sunday, Jan. 9 - 8 p.m.
TAT
Introduction
- Patric ia Derian, Democratic Com ..
Representatives, Pu 1 ti z er
Introduction - Julian Bond, Georgia House of Repmitteewoman, Mississippi; Address - Eugene Patter.
resentative-.H Address - Benjamin Mays, President
Prize-winning editor Eugene
son, Ouke University
Emeritus, M0rehouse College
Wednesday, Jan. 12-10 a.m.
TAT
Patterson and Florida Gov.
Monday, Jan. 10 -10 a.m.
TAT
Presiding - Reese Cleghorn, Charlotte Observer;
Presiding - Leslie W. Dunbar, Field Foundation;
Panel
Frank
L" Smilh, Tennessee valley Author•
Reubin Askew.
Panel - Marian Wright Edelman, Harvard Center
jty; John Lewis, Voter Education Project; William
for Law and Education; Pat Watters, Southern
lT JS called the Symposium
Winter, Lieutenant Governor of Missis-JiPPi; Morris
Regionai' Council; Charles Morgan, American Civil
Abram, former President, Brandeis University
of the Contemporary South
Liberties Union
" THE SOUTH TOMORROW"
"THE NEW SOUTHERN HISTORY"
Wednesday, Jan. 12- 8 p.m.
and will run five days ending
TAT
Monday, Jan. 10 - 8 p.m.
Introduction ~ Cecil Mackey, University Of South
TAT
on Thursday.
1n1roduction - Bell I. Wiley, Emory University;
Florida; Address Reubln Askew, Governor of
Address - John Hope Franklin, University of Chicago
Florida
Other names include black
Tuesday, 10 a.m.
Hilton Ballroom, st. Petersburg
Thursday, Jan. 13-10 a .m .
HOPE FRANKLIN
TAT
Presiding - Harold Fleming, Potomac Institute;
Presiding - LeRoy collJns, Governor of Florida
educator Benjamin Mayes,
Panel - Dewey Grantham, Vanderbilt Universitv;
(1955·1960); Panel - Robert Coles, Harvard Univerchairman of the Atlanta
Paul Gaston, University of Virginia; George B. Tin•
sity; Hodding Carter Ill, Delta oemocrat•Times ; Joel
dall, University of North Carolina
Fleishman, Duke UniverJity; c. Vann Woodward,
School Board and former
'':THE NEW SOUTHERN POLITICS"
Yale University
president of Morehouse College for 27 years.
Black Historian John H. ·
Franklin, considered by many
to be an outstanding historiai:i,
will also be a guest.
THE SPEAKERS will be
staying in the Tampa Bay
ployes by forcing the state to area ta allow students the oprecognize "constitutional due portunity to get to visit them.
The participants, who have
process"' in the dismissal of
all reached eminent positions
personnel r e g a r d 1 e s s of . in their fields, will have
After a three month contro- ments finally were ruled ade- connections had not been
parwhether they have tenure or ticular national visibility be- versy, . the sewer systems at quate by Circuit Judge Neil C. made and that the toilets and
not.
cause the symposium comes Mar Jo University · Apart- . McMullen and no residents shower did not work.
were forced to move.
/

,Court bars . fJrtwein . dismissal
.upholds request for counsel
USF physical education instructor Phillip Ortwein won
the first round in his fight
with USF officials, when a
Federal Court ruled that he
could not be dismissed until
he was giyen ~ hearing in
which he was actively represented by an attorney. The de-

Tlie 8-page drug abuse pamphlet inserted
in the Oracle today was written and spon- ·
sored by the Office of Student Affairs.

TEH CONTROVERSY over
Mar Jo began early last quarter when resident of new ·
units, most of them USF students, . complained that sewer

Staff pay raises
now permissible
Nixon's wage freeze ended
at USF- November 14 and pay
increases became effective
for all those eligible under the
Freeze guidelines. Merit increases and promotions for eligible Career Service, faculty,
Administrative and · Professional employes also became
permissible on that date.

t

"'

Any student planning

to rent off - campus
should ch~k with former tennants in order to
be sure they will not
pay more rent than
previous tenants. Al•
though Pres. Nixon's
price commission has
.. not approved any policy
concerning r e n t in•
creases, the Internal
Revenue Service has
ruled that a landlord
must justify any rent
increase 11a the tennant
by showing the tennant
the financial' records of
the apartment complex.
The IRS has also ruled
that a tennant may refuse any increase in
rent until the landlord
can justify the increase•
According t.o Robert ,
Sechen, secretary, of
resident affairs, any
problems or questions
can be directed t.o the
IRS in Tampa or to the
; SG office of Resident
Affairs in the UC.

___________
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Ms. Royster
named q.ueen
A talented and poised
Marjorie J . Royster was selected USF's Miss Black
Uhuru in a pageant at Tampa's Manger Inn Nov. 20. ,
Ms. Royster was chosen
from a field of seven candidates. The two runners-up,
. Jacqueline Williams a n d
Catheryn Johnson received
f 1 o r a 1 arrangements and
crowns during the ceremony.
The pageant was spiced
with creative dance routines,
poems and other musical
tributes.
Outgoing Queen Barbara
Odom said in her farewell
speech, that the one chosen
as Miss Black Uhuru should
"regard herself not as the
queen sister, but as one of'
the queen sisters," meaning
that she should be humble.
See editorial, page 4-A.
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M'edical school receives
;, $7.5 ' million .from HEW

USF programs get 00
•
l.
,n
ts
gran
0
$108,19

:USF directories·
:available at UC
: Copies of the new Universi·ty Directory are now avail·able at the UC desk and main
~office of the Andros and Argos
:complexes.
This book contains the
names, addresses a nd phone
numbers of USF faculty and
students. Faculty members
may pick up their copies in
"the main office in their build'-

building this quarter. The
"Surge" building, Smith sai'd;
will probably be used by
second-year medical students
until the College of Medicine
building is completed, probably in S~ptember of 1~3.

instructors in the next two
years. Smith said he already
has over 500 applications for
next year 's class of 48 a nd
wants the addition.al instruct ors to handle the new students.

Smith has a staff of 16 fulltime and two part-time doctors. He hopes to add 32 more

The Medical School's operating budget this year is $1million.

Education, · the arts, cancer
research and speech pathology began ' Qtr. 2 wjth a total of
$108,190 in grants for the USF
community.
Head Start training in five
neighboring counties received
the largest amount, $37,900,
which will enable them to
train staff members, half of
whom are USF students. The
grant came from the University Research-Supplementary
Training Associates of Washington, D.C.
SIX USF students in speech
pathology and audiology gr ad•
uate programs will receive
$19,800 in full tuition grants
and stipends in connection
with work at the Miami Mailman Center for Child Devel•
opment. Students were selected by the Health Services and
Mental Health Administration.
Dr. Kin Ping Wong of the
USF chemistry department
will start work in cancer re•

24 Hrs.

With
This

of Tampa

ALBERT { AL) FAULKNER, Master Diver
VI CE PRES. -

GEN . MGR.
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¢
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C OM P LETE DIVER'S NEEDS
SA L ES -SE R VICE-REPA IRS
EMERGENCY 24 HR. SERVICE
INSTRUCTION & CHARTER TRIPS

Repairs & Tune Up All Makes

& J. "BP" SERVICE

While

PHONE 988 • 2697

N.L. Lutes • Dealer

56TH & !'"C'WLER AVE,
'TEM "' L E TE RRACE. FL.A.

AT BONANZA
SIRLOIN PITa) WE SERVE A TERRIFIC

ZPG starts free
referral se·rvice
Zero Population Growth
(ZPG) - New York has announced the operation of a
free Abortion Referral Service. Any woman up to 24
weeks pregnant will ):)e directed to the doctor, clinic or hospital that best suits her needs.
The telephone · number is
212-489-7794, and · are staffed
from 10 a.m. to' 5 p.m . Monday through Friday.

The non-profit seryice . operates free of charge and is
staffed by trained volunteers.
An early abortion is usually
obtainable for $150.00; later
abortions .are $300.00 t o
$500.00.
ZPG's office is located at
353 West 57th St., New York,
N.Y. 10019.

LUTZ ~AINT

OPEN
24 Hrs.

It Lasts!! (4 Qt. Limit)

AT

&

BODY SHOP

With
This
Ad!

JACK'S SUNOCO
"IF IT'S FOREIGN, WE CAN FIX IT"
Busch Blvd, & 30th St.
Tel. 932-8187 or 935-9655

UF ·_ Gainesv ille Plan
.
.· USF. - Tampa Plan

907 EAST 129th
.. AVE.

ACCUMULATE GAS TOKENS
. FOR FREE 'CAR WASH
21 Gallons
or =Free Car Wash
21 Tokens

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

FILM ART SERIES

search with $14,800 from the Education award'ed $6,070 to
Damon Runyon Memorial USF for the production of stuFund for Cancer Research, • dent centered learning packInc. Dr. Wong's work will con- e ts. These packets will incern the function of the ribo• clude tapes, slides, printed
some, a unit transmitting ge- materials for eleventh and
netic information among cells, twelfth grade students and
as it relates to cancer- will be · used in coordinating
vocational educational projproducing situations.
ects. They a re currently being
Florida's Department of tested in 24 Florida schools.

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL
Free OIi Change

(4d!

·
7400 NEBRASKA AVE.
TAMPA , FLA. 33604
PH
234 -110 I - 236•5776

SERVICE

ROAD SERVICE - FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

OPEN
The University of South
:Florida's Medical School, in
i ts first year of classes, has
· received a $7.5-million grant
from the Department of
Health, Education and Wei. fare (HEW). The grant will
:enable the school to begin
· construction on a College of
;Medicine building.
: As soon as HEW approves
:the building plans the school
•will begin accepting construe:tion bids, according to Donn
'Smith, medical school dean.
: THE HEW GRANT along
'. with state funds will pay for
the $11.5-million building to be
,located across the street from
:the veterans · hospital. The
:tour-story building will have
student and faculty laboratories, a medical library, a cafeteria and other support services, according to Dean
Smith.
. The college's charter class
of 24 students have been using
:the fourth floor of the Science
:building but will move their
.c;lasses to the new "Surg!!"

IGNITION
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3 MIDNIGHT,rSHOWINGS
A CULTIST HO~ROR CLASSIC"

II

.. . NEWSWEEK

1lllfllfof THE
L1v1t1G DEl'D
1
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1 Token per:gallon of gas
purchased. $av~ the toke~s
or turn ~hem in asl partial ·
payment.

BIG "W" CAR WASH

e

Busch Blvd. at Nebraska
Announcing "Hot CARNAUBA WAX"
ONLY $1°0
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FRIDAY, JAN. 7, SATURDAY, JAN. 8, SUNDAY, JAN. 9
MIDNIGHT LAN 103 - ADMISSION 50c

Top Choice of

NOTE: TICKETS AVAILABLE FRIDAY, JAN. 7, 1:15-4:30 P.M.
AT THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE -FOR ALL 3 SHOWINGS

Stude nts and Facul ty.

.ings.

~JJJW

NOW-!

:ii~tl:!
1
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-fOR THE WOMAN WHO FEELS AS
COMFORTABLE IN A lONG GOWN AT
TWO IN THE MORNING AS SHE DOES
IN JEANS AT TWO IN THE AFTER·
NOON.

SIZES 3-13

Why?
The Reaso n Is
• • . Relev ance!
Written for reade rs that care, The St. Petersburg Times digs deep on vita l issues. Prize •
winning reports on environment, government,
education and bus iness h ove been t he res u lt.
lop-n otch wire service, sports, features anded- ·
itorio l comment add to a package that's a certain asset to your education.

Save Over $5~00 on Student
Special Offer

Some cars just can't be
· ·mass produced.

Guara nteed Home Delivery
for Rest of School Year
(from now thru June 9, 1972)

JUST $9.00

=
~

Have you ever t aken a tour through an
automobi le factory?
It's mass production in actio n: slam, bm,g,
crash :....and then poof, instant ca r.
But if you wa nt a ca r wi th doors that really
fi t, with body panels that don' t ripple, a nd
with point that's buffed to an inc redi bly silkysmooth fi nish, y o u ca n't count on ma chines.
Wh ich is why Maserati didn't mass produce the $15,300* M aserati M exico (rear),
Ferrari didn't mass produce th e $19,700*
Ferrari GTB4 Ueftl , and we don' t mass produce th e $2,724 Vo lkswagen Ka rmann Ghia
(right).
Wh en w·e build th e Karmann Ghia, i ns tea d
o f just big _ma chines that slam and er.ash and
bang and do n't care, we also use little ones
·
that are much quieter and co re a lo t.
They'_re cal led people.
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You save over $5.00 on your St. Petersburg
Times subscription. No gimmicks! No hong-ups!
J ust pay once and forget it! You enjoy Guaran•
teed Home De live ry seven days a week. Bal-

i ~;~:i:b: ~: : :i~:.~•~~::~: :':::::72 ,
l---~;~; ,; ;~~::~N~~~=~~~2~-P.O. Box 11 2 1
St. Petersbu~g, Fla 33731

Dote ... .. . .... , •• , •• •• • , •

Please start Guorariteeq Home D~livery fo r rem a inder of the
5chool year-running thru June 9, 1972.

I will pay just $9.00 . . . and save over $S.00
Name ••••••••••• • •••••• •• 11,,, • •• ••• •• •••••••• • •••••••

Address ••••••••••••••• •••••• Apt•••••••.•••••• ••• , • , •
City ............... ......... Zip •••••••••••• ••••• ••••••

Ul

·Canady Motors, Inc.
6202 ·E. Hillsborough Ave.
Ph. 621-2411
Open Wed. 'Til 9:00 P.M,

Payment enclosed

I will pay carrier
A UTHORI Z(O
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Color cOded cards
make ballot count
'simpler' for SG

WOKS

0

(From Page 1-A)

are no longer USF property,
those residents will vofe on
campus as commuter students.
Balloting at the UC will be
in the mall, rather than in the
center itself and other polls
will be located at the Argos
and Andros centers, as well
as the seven USF college
complexes. These include : the
mall between business and
education, fine-arts building,
engineering,- and p h y s i c s
buildings.
Voting will be de-centralized
in that commuters will vote at
their colleges for president,
vice-pres., and their college
senator. Resident students will
vote at their living complex
for the pres., vice-pres., and
college senator, as well as·
their complex representative.

- f'OJI
1 0bAVJ

blue, pink, green, brown, arid
yellow.
Undecided and CBS students will be asked to declare
a major (which will not affect
their ·academic standing) be,
fore they can vote.
Merrick went on to explain ·
the voting process for a resident student. "The idea is
essentially the same: a student will get cards, but he
will get four. The three that
the ·commuter student got as
well as another card for the
living complex representative."

'ti/RI-.
Just Arrived ...
Tops
&
Pants

Jlllf Col/I.

Simpler Counting

Although students will vote
with computer cards, the
cards will not be processed
through a computer and will
be counted by hand. "Even
the counting process will be
simpler because tabulators
can separate senator, repreColor-Coded Cards
sentative, presidential, and
"Although the proce ss vice-presidential ballots by
sounds complicated, it's actu- color, speeding up the process
ally yimple," Merrick said. and improving the accuracy
"We're u s i n g color-coded ·of the vote", Merr'ick excomputer cards with a differ- plained.
ent color or band for each diWhen asked why voting mavision. For example, a fresh- chines will not be used in this
man commuter majoring in election he said that the Hillsengineering would go to his borough County contract with
college complex, show his fee the voting machine company
and ID cards, would be demands a ' $50 transportation
checked on a master identifi- fee for each machine which
cation list, and then the fresh- was financially out of range
man voter might be handed a for USF SG.
black-banded card of presidential candidates, an orange Poll Contracts Change
card of vice-presidential canIndividuals rather than ordidates, and a purple card of ganizations will be encourengineering senator candidates. The voter would check aged to contract voting polls
during elections. The con~25 per poll
h·ch
. his choices and return the bal- t t
,
rac s, w i pay ,p
f t
1 ts 11 Of h" h .
given to inbe
primarily
will
w ic is a as er,
o , a
more accurate pro~ess than •. dividuals according to comwhat
. previously and m1·tt ee member Robert Sech. was used
will ~e easier to count than en. The Rules and E lections
an_ythmg ~lse w~ could ~to rd Committee will reserve disthis year, Merrick explame?· criminatory powers in. all conThe co~puter b~llots will tract awards and no contracts
feature ~1x colors m ?anded will be given to organizations
and sohd-color cards. red, ·who are sponsoring or are affiliated with a candidate.

Registration changed
for non-degree seekers
Non-degree seeking students
taking upper level courses for
general education will participate in a new registration procedure this quarter.
University Registrar J ames
Lucas said that the student
will complete a special enrollment form during the first
week of classes and get the
class instructor's permission
to enroll in that course. The
form is then mailed to the
USF cashier.
Formerly apglicants had to
formally apply for admission
to USF and go through regular registration for classes.
Lucas emphasized that this
procedure is for the Tampa
Bay area community. Students previously in attendence
at USF will not be able to enroll this way.
Forms are available at the
USF office of Records and
Registration (ADM 264).

Mon. - Thurs.
10:30 - 7:00
Friday
10- 8

971-2494

10024 N. 30th

Sat.
10- 6

an.
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kwotw1ngkind.
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Pepe's Pizza!

'da besta pizza inna da worl !"

..

FROM OUI OVENS

CllSPJ miAs
SPICY CHUSE (SPECIAl BltND}
EACH ADDITIONAl GARNISII
COMBINATION (4 GARNISHHI
DllUXl - AU. THE WAY (TO I GARNISHES}

MEDIUM (12'')
l.50
.35
2.~0 (SAVE .30}
3.55 (SAVE .751

lARGf on

2.10
.45
3,70 (SAVE .30)
US (SAVE .75)

GARNJW,~RTlD SPANISH ouvd
FRESH PURE GROUND BEEF
GREEN BEU PEPPER STRIPS
HOME MADE ITALIAN SAUSAGE
SllCED SPANISH OR BERMUDA ONION S
PEPPEIONI
SPICEY FRESH SLICED
.
SLICED AND DICED BRANDYWINE MU~HSMELLY LITTLE. O~E FIUT OF ANCHOW"
ROOMS
WE DELIVER . FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY 6 P.M. ' Tll ClOSING
50c WITH $2.56 MINIMUM' ORDER IN 4 MIU RADIUS
ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL PART1' PACKAGE
'

"WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS"

HOT SANDWICHES
MEATBALL W/SAUCE ON
CUBAN BREAD •••••••• •••••• •••
ITALIAN SAUSAGE W/SAUCE
ON CUBAN 'BREAD ••• ; ......... .
·ITALIAN STEAK ON
CUBAN BREAD •••••••••••••••••

am-

PH. 971-3524
SKIPPER & NEBRASKA

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts,

here's how little you shell out to get around:
)

.

$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass.
All you need is the bread and something to show you're
,
a bo~a fide studentbetween 14 and 25.
Our Student-Ra il pass gives you all that unlimited
rail t ravel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air
fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made.
Our · Student-Rai.lpass gets you Second Class
travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little
second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clea n, . fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

1 ,

pean trains have some other advantages for you. They
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have
to hassle airports. Arid the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with Pictograms that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms,
bookstores and other helpful facilities.
Now, here's the catc h. You ca n't get your
Student-Rai.f pass or the regular First Class Eurailpass in
Europe-you have to get them before you leave the country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in
t he coupon for a free folder, complete·with rail road map.

J.

* NONE WILL -BE SOLD AT DISTRIBUTION.

----------------------------------------------~------------·
STUDENJ•RAILPASS
The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Hofland, Ita ly, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.
Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with rail~oad map. □ Or your Student-Railpass folder order form. □
Name_ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ___Stree..__ _ ..;__ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ ____1_9_2

City

State_ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

· I'

J
J
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1

AND

COMMENTARY'

, The Oracle is written and edited by students at the University 'of South Florida. Editorial views therein
ate•not necessarily those of the faculty adviser or the University ~dministration.

Oracle editors restate
news-editorial policie's
This is the first issue of The that the editors feel is their obligaOracle under new leadership. We tion to focus on and make relevant
therefore feel it necessary . to re- to the community.
state our role and news-editorial
Individual research, new develcommitment to the university com- opments in the arts and sciences
munity.
and all other aspects of the UniverAs before, The Oracle will con- sity should rightly have a place in
tinue to print the news on the basis the news columns.
of its importance and interest to
Our third goal is to prqvide a
the readers . The readed., include training ground for journalism stuthe members of the faculty and addents as well as a laboratory in
ministration as well as students
but that doesn't meanthe . Oracle \
will be a house organ for any
group.
We will diligently attempt to
~present the ·news fairly and bo.nestIy and not back away from any
issue so as to provide the reader
with an insight into campus developments.

Editorials and ' opinion articles
will be clearly labeled as such and
will appear in their proper place in
the paper. The editorial pages and
any other space necessary will be
made available to readers who
wish to express their own points of
view. Views which differ from The
Oracle's editorial stance will be
welcomed.
'
However, we reserve the right
to edit material which is obscene,
in poor taste or unfairly gives offense to individuals.
The editors are aware that the
University is somewhat different
from the normal newspaper circu- lation areas in ··that fresh and divergent ideas usually emanate
from the community which may be
out of step with the surrounding
communities.
Althougl1 it may be co,ntrove:r~
siaI it is this cultural difference

E>~CLE
ANPA PACEMAKER AWARD 1967, 1969
ACP ALL-AMERICAN SINCE 1967
Published weekly on Wednesdays during the aca•
demic year by t he University of south F lor ida, 4202
Fowler Ave., Tampa, Fla. 33620. Second clii';s postage
paid at Tampa, Fla.
CIRCULATION RATES
Single Copy (non-students ) ________________ 10 cents
Mail Subscription, Sl.50 for Quarters 1, 11 and 111,
Sl.00 for Quarter IV; SS.00 per year.
Of f ice of Sludent Publications, the dir,ector: LAN
472, phone 974-2617. Newsroom, L AN 469, phones
97~-2842 and 974-2619. Adverlising, LAN 472, phones
974-2620 and 974·2560.
Deadlines: Ad verl isi_!}!l, Wednesday noon for i nsertion the following Wednesday, Requests for news
coverage, Wednesday for publicalion the following
Wednesday. General news, noon Fr iday for Wednes•
day publicat ion. Classif ied ads Will' be taken 8 a.m .
to 5 p.m., Monday t hrough Friday, in person or by
mai l with payment enclosed. Cl assified ad deadl ine is
noon F r iday for Wednesday publication.
Editor ---------------------- ------ - - Gra nt Donaldson
M anaging Editor _____ ________ _ L aurel Tever ba ugh
Editor ial Editor - --- ------ ---- ---------- Eliot Safer
News Editor - ----------------·-------- Paul Wilborn
M akeup Editor ------------------------ J ose Quevedo
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Sports Editor · ____________ ____: ___________ John Brill
Activities Ed itor ____ _________ _____ Walt Steigleman
Photographer ----------- ------------- Steve Sodlkoff
Photographer ------- ----------------- John Moale Jr.
Advisor ------···-------- -- Prof. Leo Stalnaker Jr.

which to experiment with new
trends in the field. It should be the
goal of a University newspaper to
develop new and poignant writing
techniques.
The Oracle staff will not be limited to studenii,s enrolled in journalism courses. Writers and editors
will be chosen on the basis of their
ability and we will strive to draw
them from various di~ciplines.

Can't blame one man
I

1The recent flap over faculty pay increases at USF- sounded like the familiar
routine of politicians making political hay at the expense of the university system.
Pres. Cecil Mackey was called on the carpet to explain to an investigating
state senate investigating committee why he bungled the job of stretching an insufficient amount of money so faculty and administrators could all receive equal pay
increases.
Apparently the Board of Regents was satisfied with the award of salaries or
maybe it was just listening to its own guidelines and staying out of the fracas.
Chapter 240 of the Florida Statutes says in part that the "board shall delegate
sufficient authority both to its staff and to the heads of the institutions so that they
shall be fully responsible for the management of the several institutions."

We don't think, you can blame one man for the failures of the legislature to
provide sufficient funds. Under the circumstances President Mackey had already
stated that he would be awarding merit increases rather than across the board
increases.
•
It is regrettable that administrators are paid so much more than faculty and
it should be changed, but the instructors did get bigger raises, on the average, than
administrators. That was also the stated intent of the legislators.

-

I

Miss .·Black Uhuru
coverage inaccurate
The Oracle, in its last issue of Quarter I on Nov. 24., published an inaccurate news story and commentary on
the 1971-72 USF Miss Black Uhuru
beauty pageant.
Although the student staff of The
Oracle strives for professionalism in
its product, there may be occasional
errors which will be corrected.
The Oracle story of the pageant, described by USF blacks and others as
the most important annual event in the
black community, contained numerous
errors in fa.ct, including the wrong
middle initial for the new Queen, Ms.
Marjorie J. Royster.

A reporter commentary was im. properly displayed in that it appeared
to be an integral part of •the news

(

story. While commentaries are properly found in news columns, they must
be distinctly labeled and displayed so
that the reader is immediately aware
that the comments are assessments of
the particular reporter.
The display given The Oracle's
commentary on the pageant did not
·meet these criteria. In addition, the
comments printed needed clarification
and gave rise to misunderstanding. Although The Oracle ran a photo of the
reporter who wrote the commentary, it
failed to publish a picture of the new
Queen.
A ·photo of Ms. Royster appears on
Page 2A of today's edition. The Oracle
regrets the errors and any misunderstandings or false impressions they
may have conveyed.

WWW

Out The Other
I
By BOB BOYLE
1972 started off with a bang. Or .
rather several bangs. From Bangladesh to Dublin guns roared, the bombs
whinnect. The only quiet was in dead
men's ~yes. It was a typical New
Years Day.
/ After neutralist India liberated the
previously terrorized and oppressed
people of Bangladesh form the ally of
our X:-enemy, China, the newly freed
East Pakistanis began the slaughter of
their former countrymen and brother
Moslems, who used to fight with each
other, instead of against each other,

lt~s The Right Time

Off

against the hatefl Hindu Indians. This
bloodbath is in the guise of freedom for those who survive.
Two (basically) righteous religious
struggles stayed alive to take still
more Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and
Moslem lives in the pursuit of religious
freedom for people of all faiths.
(Death, after all, is supposed to be the
highest state· of freedom.) The religious wars in Northern Ireland and the
Middle East do have advantages that
other, less noble wars do not have.
First, everybody is right. Second, they
are officially approved by God .

Registration deadline is nearing
for the Florida Presidential
Prmry. Make sure you can vote.

I

with ·a bang

·The United States made its donation
to noise pollution with saturation bombing in Laos and North Vietnam. The
millions of bombs and charred remains
of what were once human beings a~ •
merely a necessary price for a greater
good that must be paid in order to
"make the world free for democracy,"
to "contain communism" and the
Democrats in the next election, so that
President Nixon can keep his toy U.S. However, the schedule of Ameri- ,
can involvement indicates the war will
be over in late October or early Novem ber, if Nixon remains consistant in
following bis philosophy of "peaking."
Watch for surprise announcement a
week or two before the next election.
Somewhere, in the sphere of the
surrealistic, another war with issues
more reasonable and clearly defined
rages.
The island of Dinknam has made an
alliance with their former enemy Nairabrab against Srehtorb for control of
the key to the age old dispute Sselesu,
an otter dung processing plant. This
war is not unlike other wars. The victors get the spoils, the issue, while
hardly concrete, is something world
leaders and generals can really get
their teeth into.
All in all, it was a pretty typical
New Year's Day.

No place like • • •
By Rick Metz
You'd think I was trying ~o leave the country to dodge
the draft or smuggle narcotics into Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
or hijack a plane or cross against the light. All I was doing
W?-S trying to find a place to live.
For reasons not worth explaining (but, of course, I, will
anywa(y), I wanted to move out of my apartment. My apartment was one of those primeval campus tenements that used
to be a Chinese noodle factory but some local developers decided that with a few cardboard walls her and there - mostly here - it would be suitable for stud;nt dwelling. So for
three years, I dwelled.
It was painted Mausoleum Mauve. It had peeling purple
flowered wallpaper, a hole in the wall for a phone, those pink
plastic folding doors that crinkled at night when you opened
them and woke up the whole building. And lots of green
warped linoleum. A bedroom in the hallway, a hallway in the
bedroom, a kitchen in a broom closet. But with a dishwasher.
A typical campus apartment. You know the one I mean. You
probably live in it.
So I put an ad, which I could ill-afford, in the Sunday
paper. "Young writer seeks middle-class dwelling ... "
At 6:30 Sunday morning the phone rang.
"How young?"
"Huh?"
"How young? Are you, that is."
"Oh. I'm 22."
" You're too young to live here," the voice croaked. "And
furthermore, don't bother me anymore at 6 :30 in the morning, you dirty hippie." Click.
I went back to sleep in my hallway. And an hour later
"Come right over. Have I got a place for you. Luxurious,
like you wouldn't believe. It's just what you want: Old Wor ld
Charm. A lovely bedroom, a kitchen in which you could eat
off the floor. Beautiful green shiny floors and modern doors.
And a dishwasher. We're going to evict the fellow who lives
there now. You sound like a nice boy" (I hadn't said a word
except Hullo) "so come right over."
"Where is this place?" I asked. He proceeded to give me
· my own address.
And so it was back to bed. But not for long. For 'the next
forty minutes, the phone didn't stop ringing. So I put on my
Jockeys, a Sunday suit and a tie-dyed tie and started out.
The middle-aged lady and her husband in the pink painted house asked me to sit down. "Can we make you a drink or
roll you a joint or anything?" she asked.
" We're interested in getting someone young - someone
Hip, Hep and With It, to live here," she said. "We understand
the Youth Movement and hope to have some Meaningful Dialogue," she continued. "We're very Now, Relevant and Flowing People. Ernie, my husband, bought a pair of bell bottoms
yesterday. Didn' t you, Ernie?" Ernie nodded and ran into his
room to try them on. "So you see, Man, we think we know
Where It's At and we think that Where It's At is here." I nodded wondering where WHAT was at.
"May we Rap for awhile?" she asked, smoothing out the
wrinkles in her aging mini.
"Will you be having loud and noisy hallucinogenic drug
parties?"
"No.''
"Oh. But are you an acid rock freak and play it loud all
day and all night?"
, "No. I'm an opera buff, actually."
"Well. Will you be holding peace !'allies and protest
marches in and around the area of the house - you know, Up
The System and all that • . . "
"I don't think so."
"Ernieeee !" she shouted. "Dqn't bother putting on your

The Oracle w elcomes letters to the editor on
all topics. All letters nmst be signed and acJ,dressed
including student classification.
L etters should"be no more than 100 words, double spaced typewritten. The editor reserves the
right to edit 01· shorten letters. Letters received
ThU1'sdty will be considered for publication the
following ,vednesday.

bells for this square. We don't want him here."
The next three apartments aren't worth going into in any
great detail. One was blue brick ("Get a hair cut, sonnie, and
you can move in."), another was white painted wood ("No
smoking, drinking, pets, people, talking or breathing.") and
one was gray stucco ("Why isn't a nice boy like you at home
with your mother?" )
And of course there were others. The old red-haired lady
who said I could move into her boarding house if I stayed
away trom her bedroom, the older white-haired lady who
said I could move into her boarding house if I shared her
bedroom. The man who said I could move in if I could furnish the place in Middle-Period French Provincial (I'm strictly
Early Orange Crate, myself). The man who said I could
move in if I did a column on him.
And then I found it. Large brick, a real bedroom, wood
floors, two blocks from the college Animal Husbandry building - and cheap.
"Say, aren't you Rick Metz, youthful columnist?" the
chipper landlord chirped.
"Yes," I blushed.
"I've read all your columns. Every one. 11 He paused.
"We don't want you here."
Well, I've finally moved. It's quite a bit more expensive
than my old apartment. And it's quite far from campus. But
it does have its charms. It's one of those primeval apartments that used to be an Italian Lasagne factory. If has those
pink plastic folding doors and lots of green warped linoleum.
And a bedroom in the hallway. And I hang my clothes over
the stove. No dishwasher. But it's home.

~~The Forum~~

Childhood ,
_Dreams
Grown into our thoughts
Of yesterday, we adults of sin.
The childhood games,
Are now ou'rs to win.
Until someone tells us what we're not.
"There's no Jesus in your
Heart and soul,
Your for.tunes lack in tact.
The bleeding in your childhood dreams,
Is soon to break your back.'''
The children that we used to be,
Is now drilled inside the brain.
What one was laughter 'neath the sill,
Is now seeping wet with rain.
- David Perkins, Junior

....
I
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, Evaluations

/Mackey ~eutral on visitation·

•

may improve

USF President Cecil Mackey refused to take a position
on the present visitation policy at a meeting of the Florida
Universities'-"Cotincil of Presidents meeting, Dec.. 7, at
USF.
Another development was
an announcement by Florida
Board . of Regents (BOR)'
member John Parker tha t the
present BOR policy of rionvisitation for freshmen and
limited visitation for upper
classmen would remain constant until the spring quarter.

staff services ·
Student and, University personnel evaluation of Student
Affairs' nine departments will
be initiated this quarter, said /
Joe Howell, vice-presideht for
Student Affairs.
Howell said visitors to t he
departments, ranging from
Student Health to Financial
• Aids, will be picked randomly
to fill out a questionnaire on
the departments service.
The quesstionnaires will be
fill~d out anonymously and
will be turned in at a central
box. Howell said the evaluation results would be used "to
help the staff see themselves
as others see them and for the
evaluation of their performance."

, JOE HOWELL
- to discuss pr oblems with
them and explain the basic
workings of the university.
He said he ·has · asked the
Resident Instructors to r ecommend groups of freshmen
students who have leadership
qualities and he will choose
the students from that list.
Howell said he wanted influential students so they would
spread what they learned at
the breakfasts to other students.

, The Florida Universities' Council of Presidents meeting here Dec. 7, brought repo1'ts
from diffrrent sfate ·universities on the Board
of Regents present visitation policy and its
affect on different classes and universities.
Here is a rundown of some of the reports.
\

ed visitation.
In ~ recent poll conducted
at University of Florida, a
spokesman ·indicated that 92
per cent of ·the parents conSTEVE CULLIAN, vice- tacted favored limited visitapresident 'of Student Affairs at tion. Cited as a main problem
Florida State U n iv er s i t y was t hat freshmen, segregatspoke.first noting that in a re- ed in non-visitation dorms did
cent' FSU visitation evalua- · not rec~ve the valuable inflution, 70 per cent of the stu- ence a mature group of students polled favored limited dents can give. He went on to
visitation while only 5 per state that UF housing had
cent favored unlimited poli- rceommended di!icontinuation
cies. He also noted that re- of the present policy which ses triction of freshmen students gregates fresh~en f r o m
to certain dorms.As not working and that there is less
noise and damage to buildings
in non-freshmen dorms or
areas in which there is limit-

He said to the best of his
knowledge it is the first comprehensive evaluation of a
student affairs office in the
country and he thought it
would be a big help in improving the department~.
Howell also announced he
will have breakfast every
other week with 9 to 12 freshmen residents - this quarter

)

. Pres. Mackey

Don's Texaco
30th a·t Fowler
Ph. 971-2134

• U-Haul Rentals
• Reasonable Rates on Auto Repair
• Friendl_y Courteous-Service
"STOP IN AND SH US"

Students enrolled in CBS 401
section 031 may be in for a
surprise on the first day of
classes - their professor will
be Pres. Cecil M. Mackey.
The course is a senior seminar dealing in politics and ,vill
meet from 4 to 6 p.m. on
Wednesdays. The section was
closed soon after its announcement. ·

Six Operators to
Serve You.

Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
Ph. 971-7432.

Hrs. 8:30 to 5:00

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

3 MIDNIGHT SHOWINGS
"A CULTIST HORROR CLASSIC"
. • • NEWSWEEK

1'fflN-l lHE
L1v1MG DEl'D
1
of

FRIDAY, JAN. 7, SATURDAY, JAN. 8, SUNDAY, JAN. 9
, ~M!DNIGl:H LAN 103 - ADMISSIO~ 50c

Minutes From Campus

rr~ ;-EK7L;-C~N~c;E;-FETru~:-1
I

FRIDAY

SAUTE'ED FISH ALMONDINE ......... . . 79c

f

I

SATURDAY

¾-LB. SIRLOIN STEAK ..............................
with Choice of Potato

$1.69

I

SUNDAY

Morrison's famous ROAST TURKEY
with Cranberry Sauce, Dr~ssing and Gravy ......

69c

MONDAY

CHUCK WAGON STEAK ................................

65¢

TUESDAY

CORNED BEEF & CABBAGE : ....•..............••...•

89¢

WEDNESDAY

BROILED LIVER
& STEAMED ONIONS

79c

THURSDAY

CUTLET PARMESAN .....•.......................•.......•

I

I
I

·1

to teach seniors

- Beauty Cul tu re

. UNIVERSITY 'PLAZA
30th ·a t Fletcher -

FILM ART SERIES

All Phases of

CAFETERIA ..... beyond comparison!

Welcome Back USF!!

Howell said at the end of
the quarter the evaluations
will be expanded and the department heads will select
students and peers that they
work with to evaluate the department.

encountered, Pres. C e c i l
Mackey also complained, of a
lack of staff members to enforce visitation policies in the
afternoon. He reported that
university housing had lost
121 fres hmen and upperclassmen residents because of the
visitation policy.
Mackey declined to take a
personal position on visitation.
FOLLOWING .Mackey's report, Regent John Parker
said he doubted the present
vistation policy would u ndergo
any significant change this
quarter, but that the spring
quarter might hold possible
new developments after BOR
members compare grade averages of students in vistation
dorms with those in nonvisitation areas. Parker said
that before any .steps were
taken education aspects of the
present visitation policy would .,
have to be e<:msidered.

fflORRISOn'S

-

The questionnaires, Howell
said, were written by the department heads on what they
considered their most important services.

upperclassmen saying that
the freshmen need the influence of older students.
Charles Milican of Florida
Technological University said
he would need to wait until
spring to issue an official
evaluation, but that now he
did not have enough staff
members to enforce the present visitation policy. He cited
only one violat ion of the present policy.
Citing substantial violations
in · freshmen .men's dorms as
the main problem USF had
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89¢

II
I
I
I

....
$229'7
Bus, 7 passenger, 1211, balance of factory $2997
'71 Volks:.Vagen
wa rranty. Stock No. 1690 .. . . . . . . . ... . .. .. . .. .. .

I'7)

Volkswagen 1511 Convertible, 4 speed, radio, heater, bal•
ance ol loctory warranty. Stock No. 170S .. . . . . . ... ...

'70
'69

Volkswagen 3113 Fastback, automatic transmission, red
finish with white leatherette interior, balance of factory
warranty. Stock No. 1668 . . .. . . . . . . .. . , . , .... . . .
Volkswagen 1131 Sedan, radio, heater, leatherette. Stock
No. 88181 . .. ... . . ... . . .. . . . .. . . . . ... . . - · . . . .

r·

$)997
$)497 _..

I PLUS THESE GREAT EVERYDAY VALUES: I

I
I
I
I.

·-

'

U. S. PRIME ROAST BEEF ..............................
Carved to order
.

89¢

GOLDEN FRIED SHRIMP .............,.................

99¢ '

LARGE FISH ALMONDINE ............................

79¢

CHILD'S PLATE ..............................................
(12 or under accompanied py parent)

49¢

I

I
I

,

_I

NOTE: TICKETS AVAILABLE FRI.DAY, JAN. 7, 1:15-4:30 P.M.
AT THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE -FOR ALL 3 SHOWINGS

PUT All VOUR Elili5 ·ID ODE BASHET!
/~~ .

The returnable bottle
of Coke! It's
almost litter-free!

University S.t ate B~nk

j
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University State Bank's full range of
subutb banking services will convince
you that where you check, save and
borrow does make a difference! Come
in and see for yourself. You'll receive
a warm welcome at the area's most
convenient bank.
'
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!BEST OF LUCK TO THE GOLDEN BRAHMANS!
It can make many trips

.in its useful life. And when .
a bottle keeps moving , it is less

·1ikely to find its way·into the
cast-off litter along highways,
beaches ancf parks.
·.

UNIVERSITY
STATE BANK

So buy Co~!:£ola in,returnable bottles.
It's best for the environment ·
and your best value.

FOWLER AVE. at 30th' St. • P.O. Box 17744 • TAMPA, FLA. 33612•Phone 813/ 971-5700
Member F.0./.C.

"Coca-Cola" end ''Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify only the product of The Coca-Cola Company.

Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by: Ta mpa Coca Cola Bottler

{
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THE .BANK WITH THE. PhD (l£Jroud and {@appy [Q]epos!,_tors~,
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Cotrlpany reps to intervie'W graduates
'

\\

-~ pennr.;

'

Representatives from 125
companies will be on campus·
to interview March, June and
August graduates from January 17 to March 10.

Interested students should
contact the Student Placement office on the 5th floor of
the library or dial 2200 on
campus or 974-2200 24 hours

University Film Committee, 2 p.m.,
CTR 25
UCPC Personnel Committee, 2 p,m.,
CTR 256
Bhakti Yoga Club, 2 p.m., Ma ll
Press Cll(b, 2 p.m., LAN 459
Spanish Club, 2 p.m., LAN 116
Psi Chi, 2 p.m., SOC 37
college Education Association, 2 p,m.,
EDU 20J
.
' Meeting limes and places of organizaPhi Beta Kappa, 2 p.m., RAR 235
tions whic h meet regularly a re posted
1
on UC Lobby Bulletin Boards.
Windjammer, 6 p.m., CTR 158
Church of the Myopic Eye, 7 p.m.,
TODAY
CTR 201
Black Faculty, 2 p.m., CTR 205
Bridge Tournament, 7 p,m., CTR 255
Panhellenic, 6 P.m ., CTR 205
and 256
IFC, :6 p.m ., CTR 251
Pre-Med Society, 7 p.m., ENA
Access:, listener call-in program feaSigma Phi Epsilon, 8 p.m., CTR 215
turing President Mackey or other USF , campus Independence Alliance, 9
adm inistators. To ask a question simply
p.m., CTR 251
: .d ia l 974-2215 during the program. Radio
College Life, 9 p.m. , CTR 252E & W.
89.7 FM, 6: 30 p.m .
Sigma Phi Epsilon, 8 p.m., CTR 255
Bulletin Boar d notices should be sent
direct to "Dir ector Student Publica tions
LAN 128" (ext. 2617) no later than noon
Thursday for publication the following
Wednesday.

Campus Date Book

THURSDAY

Orie ntation Advising 9 a.m., CTR 252
Lecture Committee, 10 a.m., CTR 158
Christian Science, ~:30 p.m., CTR 00
Windjammer, 6 p,m ., CTR 158
IFC, :6 p.m., CTR 251 .
·
Radical Education Project, 7 p.m.,
CTR 202
Della Gamma, 9 p.m., CTR 201
IFC, 9 p,m., RAR 235
FRIDAY
.
Board of Regents, l p.m., CTR 248
UCPC Dance, 9 p.m. , CTR 248
Apocalypse Coffee House, 9 p.m.,
Empty Keg
Movie, " Take the Money and Run,"
7:30 and 10 p,m., LAN 103
SATURDAY
Alpha Della Pi, 9:00 a.m., Lake Tho·notosassa
Student Affairs Reception and Film, 2
p.m., CTR 248
Coffee House, 9:00 p,m. , E mpty Key
Movie, "Take the Money and Run/'
7:30 and 10 p.m., LAN 103
SUNDAY
Delta Zeta, 2 p.m., CTR 200
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 5 p,m., CTR
202
• Alpha Phi Omega, 6 p.m., CTR 158
Delta Zeta, 6 p.m., CTR 201
Sigma Phi Epsilon Little Sisters, l 6
p .m., CTR 204
Phi Delta Theta, 6 p.m., CTR 251
Pi Kappa Alpha, 6 p, m., CTR 252E
Sigma Nu, 6 p.m., CTR 252 W
Delta Tau Delta, 6 p,m., PED 104
• Alpha Tau Omega, 6:30 p.m., CTR
256
, Tau Epsilon P hi, 7: 00 p .m. , LAN 115
• Ka ppa Delta, 7:00 p.m., AOC 105
Tau Epsilon Phi, 7:00 p.m., ILAN 115

JM

Career Planning
And Placement

The following organizations will be in•
terviewi ng on campus. Check with Ca•
ree r Planning and Placement, ULI 51 8,
ext. 2295 (or call 2200 for tape-recorded
1sc~h~
ed~u1re~) ...:
1 or
in te rv i_ew 1oca ti_o n s_, t o

a day to find out which com- must register with the placepanies will be represented ·ment office. Registering consists of completing packets of
that week.
TO BE interviewed by · the information for the placement
different companies students office.
For students who have not
been interviewed previously
or who wish to brush up, t he
placement office offers an

w

Kappa Sigma, 7 P.m., CTR 255
Tau Kappa Epsilon, 7 p,m., CTR 256
· Young Democrats, 7:30 p. m ., CTR 205
• UCPC Visual Arts committee, 8:00
P.m., CTR 158
· Ba ptist Student Lecture, 8:00 p.m.,
FAH 101
• Movie, "Secret War.. of H a r r y
'Frigg,'' 9:00 p.m., LAN 103
TUESDAY
Aegea n Pictures, 8 a.m ., CTR 204
Health center Meeting, 2: 30 p.m.,
CTR 205
Chi Omega , 6:00 p.m., CTR 203
Phi Delta Theta Rush, 7: 00 P.m.,
CTR 251
Sigma Phi Epsilon Rush, 7:00 p.m.,
CTR 248S
Pi Kappa Alpha Rus h, 7:00 p.m .,
CTR 252 E
Tau Eps ilon Phi Rush, 7:00 p.m.,
CTR 252W
Alpha _Tau Omega Rush, 7:00 p.m.,
CTR 255
Sigma Nu Rush, 7 p,m,, CTR 256
Alpha Phi Omega, 7 p.m., RAR 235
Tri De lta , 7:30 P.m .. CTR 202
J a m Session, 8 p.m,, Empty Keg
Parapsycholog y, 8 p.m., CTR 200
,
Alpha Epsilon Phi, 8 p.m.,, AOC 108
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 12
Aegean Pictures, 8 a .m., CTR 204
Administration Luncheon, noon, CTR
256
World Affairs, 2 P.m., CTR 158
P hoto Club, 2 p,m., CTR 200
Wa ter Ski Club, 2 p.m., CTR 201
Sports Car Club, 2 p .m ., CTR 202
Ethos, 2 p,m. , CTR' 203
Windjammer, 2 p.m., CTR 205
Zero Population Growth, 2 p.m., CTR
215
Themis, 2 p.m ., CTR 251
Cooperative Education Post-Training,
2 p.m., CTR 252 E & .W

SC/Vee/ IS
I

a pennl/
earned

f ttinrt Jlnn~i

sthedu le a ppointments or for further informa tion.
JANUARY 17
Chubb-Pacific Indemnity Group, B.A.,
B.S., All Bus. & Lib. Arts ma jors.
JANUARY 18
Metropolitan Life Insurance, B.A.,
B.S., Mktg. or any major.
Fireman's Fund Ins. Co .,B.A., B .s.,
Mktg., Bus. Adm., Lib. Arts, Econ. mal
jors.
Designed with your comfort and enjoyment in mind.
JANUARY 19
FOR YOUR LEJSURE HOURS
Aetna lnsuran~e co., B.A., B.S,, Bus.
Adm., and Lib. Arts majors.
1 JANUARY 21
FULLY EQUIPPED CHILDREN'S PLAYGROUND
Olin Corporation, B.S., M.S., Ch. E.,
Chem., Indus!. Eng., Mech. and Met.
PRIVATE CLUB BUILDING FEATURING:
Eng., Acctg., Mktg., Fine., and Bus.
Adm. m a jors.
·
BAR, WITH KITCHEN FACILITIES
EDUCATION
January 18
(Available for Private Parties)
India napolis
Public
Schools,
B.A.,
M.A., Spec. Ed., Elem . Ed., Second, '
ROOMS
POOL TABLE
Ed., (Math and lndust. Aris) ma jors.
JANUARY 20
2 SWIMMING POOLS
Duv~I county Public Schools, B.A.,
M.A., Math, Sci. Spec.E.D., Eng ., and
TENNIS COURT
LAUNDRY
Elem. Ed. majors.
SUMMER-SEASO.NAL
JANUARY 17
Luzier, All students interested In sell_in.:..gl_lcos m e_t1cs
lo-_---------_-_- - -_ -_ ---_---_-_-_:_ ---_ -_ -_ -_-..,-7 -_-_ -_ -_ -_ -_-_-_-_-_• -.;._-_-_-_ -_- -- -- -- --_- -- -- -- -J_
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for
making
The
Tampa
Tribun'e '
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WAITING

Here now. The no. I selling
import truck that'll save
you mol}ey in a hurry.

At lasL we've got a lot of loe wor~g ~achln~-thdt
• Delivers up to 25 money-saving miles per gallon.
• Hauls up to hal!-lon of mosl anything in a steel bed. ,
• Rides you first ciaos ln a vinyl upholstered cab.
Drive It for size, for economy. and because it gets the
job done. Drive a Datsun •• . then decide.
FROM NISSAN WITH PRIDE

DATSUN

,\.

See our Complete line of Campers!

.Number One

Toppers-Sleepers-Self Contained Campers 0~ Datsun Pickups

1
;l(i~
\1\
ti,.

'i:, ,I t

Reflections of the Individual
10202 NORTH 30th STREET • TAMPA

COASTAL DATSUN, INC.

on the .USF Campus

Sales & Service
10415 Fla. Ave., Tampa
Phone 933•1771
Open Sunday 1-6

(after The Oracle, of course)
Last quarte_r we conducted a survey among USF students.
We asked 132 students, chosen at random from all over
the campus, to rank by importance the local,. national •and
world issues bothering them most. Then we asked them to
rank various news media by how well they covered these
issues.

Why . Not Start The. New Year
Rig ht - Gather 4P Everything
'& Clean Them At Our Modern
Laundry & Dry Cleaning Center.
.
Budget Dry Cleaning . . . Professi6nal Dry Cleaning • • • Shirt
S~rVice • • • Plus th·e Best Laun·dry Equipment Available
Those Whq Do Their Own!!

1.

•

.

I

I

.,

.

Responses
. I

The Ta'l'pa Tribune
St. Petersburg Times
St. Petersburg Independent
The Tampa Times
None
No Answer
Total

'

$1

Male (%)

Female(%)

63 (48)

33 '(48)

30 (48}

47 (35 %)
1 (1)

30 (43 %}

17 (27%)
(-),
6 (10)

7 (5)

13 (1 O}

1 (1)
1 (1)
S (7)

1 (1)
132 (100%)

Male &
Female (% )

Responses
The lampa Tribune
St. Petersburg Times
St. Petersburg Independent
The Tampa Times
Others
None
No Answer
Bas.e

* * Completely Air Colldition·ed· * *

(- ) ·

70 (100%)

-

8 . (13)

1 (2)
62 (100%)

Male (%)

female(%)

74 (56)

38 • (S4)

36 (58)

30 (23%)

18 (26 %)
1 (1)
10 (14)
S (7)
8 (11)

12 (19%)

1
25
8
12
2
132

(1)

(19)
(6)
(9)
(2)
(100 %}

(- )

70 (100%)

(- )

lS
3
4
2
62

(24)
(S)
(7)
(3)
(100%)

You ca n see who's on top, The Tampa Trib une by a big margin. A big
margin is also a big bargain. Ye s. USF's be st basketball coverag e:
Plus - all loca l, national and inte rnational news - to your door
e ve ry morning - in Florida's big bargain newspaper.

•
:
:
•

- -

Special to all "On Campus" . students - you save 40c per
week - 7 ~ay del,ivery for ONLY 45c. Fill out the coupon
left with your sample paper TODAY - or call 224-7881.

LAUNDROMAT
1910 E~ Fletcher Av8~

THE ' TAMPA TRIBUNE

1

Get Them Wherever
Book s Are Sold
Only
Each

Male &
female (%}

What local area newspaper/newspapers do you yourself
buy on a regular basis - say at le ast twice a week?

ADVICE
Cliff's Notes are written with
you in mind. The expert
scholars who prepare them
kn ow what you need to help
I/OU understand th e toughest
literary works. They ana lyze
characters, discuss
underlyi ng meanings,
interpret, exp lain-a ll with a
view toward helping you get
more than just a grade out of
literature courses. Titles
available now cover nearly
200 freq uent ly ass igned plays
and novels.
·

Below are two of the questions we asked about newspapers with the answers we were given·.
Which among the newspap~rs in this area do you feel
best inform you abo,ut these issu es?
f

'

HELP
OURSElF
OSOME
EXPERT

/,1

\v'e ~ huve b Iown his mind

o/ Vampa

I

Alpha Epsilon ' Phi, 7: 00 p,m. , AOC
.108
• Movie, "Take the Money a nd Run,"
J :30 and 10 :00 p.m., LAN 103. .
• Oivinettes, 7:30 p.m., CTR 255
4
MONDAY
, Aegean pictures, 8 a .m., CTR 204
• UCPC Podium Committee, 2 p.m,,
·CTR 158
• OCPC Intra Service Committee, 7
•p,m., CTR 200
Women's Liberation, 2 p.m ., CTR 215
· Panhellenic, 2 P, m ., CTR 203 ,
Young Democrat s, 2:00 p.m., CTR 205
Alpha Della Pi, 5:00 p.m ., CTR 202
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Rush, 7:00 p.m ..
CTR 251
Delta Tau Delta Rush, 7 p.m., CTR
248 S
Zeta Beta Tau, 7 p,m., CTR 248 s
Lam bda Chi Alpha, 7 p.m., CTR 252
E
Phi Gamma Delta, 7 p.m., CTR 252

audio-visual machine which
has tapes already composed
by interviewers on what different companies look for in
their prospec:;tive employes.
A vocational counselor is
also available by appointment
to help students prepare for
an interview.

Phone 224-7881

I

,t

l .

"If these people are members of your THE ORACLE-U. of South Florida, Jan. 5, 1972-7-A
faculty, you've obviously got bad problems
J550FO:WLER
11".706 FLOftlD°9
within your university."
PHOME. q:,3-455.2,
·_ Senator Lew Brantley
Democrat, Iacksonville

SALARY DISTRIBUTIO

All£

Under fire from legislators
President Cecil Mackey's
salary distribution for USF
has come under. heavy fire
from state legislatures, and
faculty members and organizations during the past month.
The salary dispute initiated
originally by political science

professor Sotorios Barber,
vice-president of USF's American Association of University
Professors (AAUP), is now
under investigation by a Florida Senate Committee.

SENA'l'OR. David McClain

(R-Hillsborough), a member
of the Senate Committee on
Universities and Community
Colleges, has charged President Mackey with violating
legislative intent by giving administrators larger salary increases than "teaching facul-

ty" members.
McClain said in a letter to
Mackey on Dec. 12 that
money was appropriated to
increase an average salary
for teaching faculty by $120,
but the actual increase had
been only $65.

.

Education Center to offer
.

preparatory courses for. GRE

....;:Three non-credit courses in
: reading study skills, speed
~ reading a nd deve~opment of
verbal comprehens10n for tak-

ing the Graduate Record
Exam will be offered by the
USF Center for Continuing
Education beginning in Janu-

:CLASSIFIED
ADS
.
\-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Professional typist-IBM Selectric carbon
ribbon . Typing of Term papers, theses,
,
,
dissertations, resumes, ditto masters, etc.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Call 971-60~1. If no answer, 933-4552.

6 Misc FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1971 Mobile Home (New
Moon), 12x50, carpeted, air condi t ioned,
·close to USF, $500 Equity, assume payments of S79.58 per month, move in before Feb. l, Call Gary Bostic at ext. 2620
on campus dur ing the day or after 6 pm
at 971-2710.

10. AUTOMOTIVE
Sadler can-am car as ra~ed at Sebring &
Daytona-Street. Legal inspected Chevvy
}l\echanicals-200 MPH-Sale or Reasonable
trade. Harms 688-5057 L akeland.

14• HELP WANTED
-----------OVERSEAS JOBS
FOR STUDEN TS~ustralia, Europe, s. America, Africa,
etc. All professions & occupations 'S700-SJOOO monthly. Expenses paid, over>fime, sight-seeing. Free Information •
Write J obs Overseas, Dept. Jl Box 15071,
San Diego CA. 92115.
J uniors and Seniors in the Col lege of
Education speciali zing in Elem. Ed, Art,
Music, or Phys, Ed. Parl-time work
available i n our deve lopmenta l & educalion child ca re program. Apply to: Univers itv Child Care Center 13901 N. Ne•
braska Ave. or call : 971 -2469
"

15. SERVICES OFFERED

.
~-OK Typist with IBM Selectric
r \bbon a_nd type cha_nges. Thes,s,
stencils.
Rush
d1ssertat 1ons
References. Proof read. 884-1969
Typing Services- Nancy Elliott
Lois-Call 837-5455.

carbon
le)!ers,
1o_bsGlonda
6308 S.

~ngllsh Instructor will tutor In Composllion and Liter ature. 932-7722.
Need a parking lot striped? Call Gaines
Traffic Marking Co. at 238-1435 We also
do r eaction areas streets, Plus we also
do sealing.
------------

20. PERSONALS

This ls your L EV I store. We have denim
& cordur~ys in regulars & BELLS. Also
bo_ots, shirts & Western hats. Only 10
m m. from campus. Bermax Western
Wear • 8702 Nebraska Ave.
You've r ead the lies about Socialism;
now read the facts. Free llt~ature. Write
Socialist Labor Party, Box 200 Brooklyn,
12,_
02--== =--=-c-:--===--=~
-=N=Yccclc:c
FOUND: ENCO GAS CRED IT CARD
Near LAN-LIT Bldg. Owner may claim
by giving name at Student Publications
Office, LAN 472
------------

21 , MISCELLANEOUS

--------------1
"See
Bergman's
Passion of
Anna,
Wednesday, Jan uary 12, 7 and 9 P.M. i n
LAN 103. $1.00"
:::,;Th,e--=
F iclm--:C:-:cla-s-=sic_s_ :L--e-ag_u_e_ w
""'i""'
II - p-re-s-ent
the following (ilms in LAN-LIT Auditorium, Lan 103 ,n 1972: J an. 12 PASSION
OF ANNA-Swedish 7&9pm;
Jan. 26
TEOREMA • Italian
8pm;
Jan. 26
HOUR OF THE FURNACES _ Argentine
8pm; Mar l MY NIGHT AT MAUDSFrench 8pm; Apr 19 WEEKEND-French
8pm; May 3 CRAZY QUILT • American
8pm Student season tickets are $3,50,
Sl.00 at the door each night.

ary.
A reading study skills program to heip students develop the skills necessary to succeed in high school or college
will be given each Saturday,
Jan. 15 through March 18
from 9 a.m. to noon. Separate
classes for junior and senior
high
"held school students will be
•

hension will be $35. USF students and staff with valid ID
cards may register for the
verbal comprehension course
for $20. All classes will be in
the ' Andros Classroom Building.

Rush · sign-up
ends Jan·. 10

SPEED READING for all
interested persons will be
each Tuesday, Jan. 11 through . Women planning to particiMarch 14 from 7 to 9 :30 p.m. pate in Qtr. II r ush for nine
national sororities must sign
Twenty-five hours of inup by Jan. 10, according to
str'uction to prepare persons
chairman LaGretta Lenker.
to take t he verbal section of
R:egistration tables will be
the Graduate Record Exam
will be given each Thursday, erected in the UC lobby Jan. 7
Jan. 13 through March 16 and 10 but interested women
may sign anytime in CTR 156.
from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
Candidates must be in good
The class size of all three standing with the university
courses will be limited. Regis- and have a 2.0 grade average .
tration will be accepted on a
Rush will begin Jan. 15 with
first come-first serve basis. convocation at 10 a .m. Two
The fee for the junior and se- hundred women have already
nior high school reading and registered compared' to fifty
study skills is $30. Both speed who pledged during fall quarreading and verbal compre• ter's open rush.

Mackey said in letter of
reply to McClain that teaching members had received an
average salary increase of
4.65 per cent, while administrators received an average
increase of only 4.56 per cent.

_MACKEY SAID it was necessary to reduce 434 positions
from 12-mont h contracts to
9.-month contracts in order to
maintain salaries of senior
faculty members and administrators.
Had that not been .done,
Mackey contends it would
have been necessary to reduce their salaries by more
than $2000 per year.
Barber said Mackey's letter
to McClain is "being analyzed
at several levels," and that a
response will be made soon.
"IT IS very clear the letter
(Mackey's) contains several
unanswered questions of great
significance," Barber said.
Mackey's letter "is far from
the last word on the subject,"
he added.
A special legislative committee. hearing was held at
USF to hear faculty char ges
against Mackey about the pay
dispute, the university reorga!lization and per s o n n e 1

'

Turn 'em on with a
smoking Super Poster.
Ideal for student cam•
paigns, rallies & room
decorations. A great
[dea·. for ·gift or gag.
Send any B&W, color,
polaroid or magazine
print, slide, negative. L
cartoon or drawing & h,,
we'll SUPER-IZE if for F
you. Belter originals · ·
make better posters.
Super sized poster
mailed in protective
tube. Your original re•
turned undamaged.

Super Posters

-,~,.

930.FOWLER AVE.

F. LEE BAILEY
TAT

Free Tickets May be Picked up at U.C. Desk. Ti ckets Must be Presented with I.D. at Door.

AWAY
TO'HELP
YOU BEAT

1 WEEK'S SALARY - TERMS
112 Jae kson St., 229-6194
46S9 W. Kennedy, 877-8255

Master Charge or BankAmericard Acce.pted

_Wee Gayts,
I'm the Mascot of

DUTCH.PANTRY
I've arranged
just for you

Grilled Ham Steak,
Beets and Whips ...... . ............ ......... ..... . ..................•

·Spaghetti

$350

and Meat Sauce, Pantry Salad .•........ , ... , , .........• ....• • ..•.. .•••.

Chopped Steak,
French Fries,, Lettuce and Tomato ...... .•.••..•...•. •••••••••• ••••• ••.•

I

For the past 24 years, Volkswagens have
had the justified reputation of saving people
money.
And now that the 7% federa l excise tax
has been repealed, you ca n save even more.
In fact, even if you happened to have
o w but ~
bought one of our cars before n_
ofter Aug . 15, the 7% will still be refunded
to you at your-Volkswagen dealer.
If you bought one before Aug. 15, don't
feel deprived.
You 're still saving · over the average car
about $1500 on the car itself, over $100 a
year on gas,.and $who-knows-how-much on
repairs.

PLACEMENT

B'i rdsong Motors, Inc.

USF Office of Student Affairs

1 ~ 333 North Florida Ave.
Ta~pa

'f

D

0

$218
$269
$210
$251

Any ,egular Meal 10% Off with I.D. Card
Offer For Faculty, Students, Staff
Offer Good from Jan. '72 • Aug. '72

CAREERAND
PLANNING

,,

$216

Mon. - Fri. - From 5 P.M. • 9 P.M.

78-36 PARSONS BlVD.
FLUSHING, H. Y. 11366

Career Planning and Placement has interviewed on video tape key·US F employment
recruiters. These interviews include employer hiring information, selection procedure~
and more. See and hear interviews with representatives from: Owens-Corn.ing
Fiberglass, Westinghouse, Xerox, many others.
·

Ext. 2295

For The Lowest Fee in Florida

Veal Steak

CAREER COUNSELING
Through Tape Recorder Assistance

Library 518

AAA EMPLOYMENT AGENCY

Green Beans, Whips .................... . . . ... .. . .. . . . . . , . , ... •. ... . ..

lob ComPetition

See Us Today

"

Liver & Onions

The

For_More information

Lea.the(' Sood:,,

Novv that the 7%
excise.tax is repeqled,
you'll save money
on all of our cars.
But thats nothing new
from us.

U.C. Program Council Presents:
JAN. 13th

ANYTIME!

•

ort Goods . '?o.peczs

Green Beans, Whips . ... . : . .'................ : .. . .. ..... . .... .. ... . ...•

ordered. 24 hr. rush service-add $2. for eacti
poster ordered. In N.Y. add sales tax. -No C.O.D,
Sena cash, check or M.O. to:

JEANS - SHIRTS - BELTS

YOU

.

2 For the .Price of 1

Md $.50 for posta1e & handling for EACH poster

'

FULL TIME?
PART TIME?
WE CAN PLACE

I

,~c.\( 1-.i~ht.s ;'w4.. u

Explode Your
personality

ON CAMPUS

11/2 ft X 2 ft $2.50
3ft.x4ft, $6.50

THE GREAT PANTS FACTORY

AFTER HEARING the complaints, Sen. Lew Brantley
(D - Jacksonville) said, "If
these people are members of
your faculty, you've obviously
got bad problems within your
university."
Prior to the hearing, the
Florida :Soard of Regents acting on a complaint from Sen.
McClain said nothing had
been done by the university
that had not been authorized
by the Board of Regents.

BeSuperBig

2ft. X.3ft

THE GREAT PANTS FACTORY

problems on Dec. 13.

;.L

✓

.B•A-THE. ORACL'E-U. of South Florida, Jan. 5, 1?72

•

...•
.

•

'

Text store plans special hours
The textbook center will have -special hours
, during the week of -registration and the first
two weeks of classes.
Jan. 3-7, 10-14 and 17-21, the center will be
open from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through
Thursday, and Friday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Following these dates, the center's hours
will be noon to 7 p.m. Monday through Thurs~
day and noon to 4 p.m. Friday.

Zero Population Growth to meet

Applications open ,for fellQwships
The USF Graduate Council is now accepting
applications for the University Scholar Fellowships for 1972-73. Applications are available in
the Graduate Studies Office, Administration
226, ext. 2846, and the _College Dean's offices.

Economics Club to meet
The Economics Club · will hold its organizational meeting Jan. 12 at 2 p.m. in Business
109.

An organizational meeting of the USF chap·ter of Zero Population Growth (ZPG) will be
held J an. 12 at 2 p.m. in University Center 215.
Ac~vities for ZPG in the coming quarter will
be planned. Members and interested students
,are invited to attend. .

Audubon schedules speakers

•

Mathematicians· JOin
USF department staff
Two well-known European
mathematicians have joined
USF math department's Ph.
D program this quarter.
Dr. Johannes de Groot of
Holland, a member of the
Royal Dutch Academy of Sciences, has been selected as a
visiting graduate research
professor for Quarter 11.

will be Dr. Andre Albert DePrit of Belgium.
De Groot's field is topology.
He holds degrees in physics,
philosophy and mathematics.
He earned his Ph.D in mathematics from Groninger in
1942. He is a professor of pure
mathemati'cs at the University of Amsterdam- and has
been a visiting professor at
Purdue, Washington University and the University of Florida. He is the author of numer-

Th~ Tampa Audubon Society will bring 1
four nationally-known naturalists and capservationists to the Tampa area to show their fullcolor Audubon Wildlife films at the USF LanJOINING THE staff as a
g1,1age-Literature Auditorium.
permanent full-time professor
The first speaker will be John Douglas
Newport to talk on Christianity
who will present his film, "ScandinaviBulger,
Dr. John Newport, professor of •philosophy
Jan. 18 at 7:30 p.m.
Sage,"
an
of religion at Southwestern Baptist Theological
for the entire series may be obTickets
Seminary will make two addresses at USF
Mrs. C. R. Courtleigh, 3113 El
from
tained
J an. 10 and 11.
33609, telephone 832-2691.
Tampa,
Blvd,
Prado
On Monday he will speak on "Christianity
upon presentation of
admitted
be
will
Students
ArtsFine
in
·
p.m.
8
and the Arts" at
The reserve reading room room to workers and students
cards.
activity
their
Humanities 101. Tuesday he will speak on•
of the library has lost about at the counter.
•"Christianity and the Age of Aquarius" as part
100 seats because of the liBrazilians to study English here
:of a welcome back dinner at the Baptist Stuplans to move half the
brary's
Some 50 to 75 Brazilian citizens will be here
•derit Center. The dinner is open and will beon the third floor to the
books
in mid-January for a three-week intfnsive reading room.
~gin at 6:30 p.m.
English study sponsored by the Center for ConI
1
tinuing Education. The group will receive 45
: Conference on children Jan. 8
Ms. Marrily Taylor, assist-be
perhaps
Bailey,
Lee
.
F
Dr.
by
taught
tant pniversity librarian, said
: A free conference concerned with Physical hours of English instruction
nation's most flamboyant de:Education for the 'Emotionally Disturbed Roger Cole, associate professor of linguistics. because of the lack of space
will be a guest
for books on the third floor fense attorney,
.C~ild" will be held Jan. 8 in the Kiva with regin the USF
13
Jan.
lecturer
open
Finance ·Cpmmittee position
the A's through N's would be
'istration at 8:15 a.m. The conference is open to
·
Theater.
an'Secretary of Finance Mike Rose has
moved to the first floor readinterested staff, faculty and students. The conBailey's appearance is sponJerence will deal with the influence of educa- nounced a vacancy on the Student Finance ing room.
by the University Censored
tional programming for the emotionally handi- Committee. Any student interested. in applying
Program Council
(UC)
ter
THE SHELVES are being
capped and introductions to movement educa- for the position should contact Rose at 974-2401
first UC activithe
be
will
and
tion, perceptual-motor and modified game and or 2585.
. put up this week and the ty Quarter 2.
.
sport activities.
chairs had to be moved out to
Among Bailey's m a n y
For more information, call Dr. Klesius, conWater quality studied
The
them.
for
room
make
successes were the·
courtroom
ference director, ext. 2863.
The effect on water quality of large-scale books will not be moved until Boston Strangler case and the
urban development of the type in evidence the next quarter break.
court martial of Ernest MediWomen's Club holds book sale
na, charged with responsibiliUSF Women's Club is sponsoring a book along Florida's West Coast will be studied by
Ms. Taylor also said the ty in the My Lai massacre insale Jan. 2-7 at the. Planetarium. Proceeds will USF College of Engineering Professors
room counter has cident.
reading
be used to buy a television set and radios for Bernard Ross and Melvin Anderson under a
from the left side
moved
been
donating
in
interested
Anyone
the infirmary.
Tickets may be picked up at
.
books for the sale may leave them at the PJan- U.S. Department of the Interior grant of of the entrance to the right the UC desk.
which she said will give more
$11,600.
etarium or contact Anita Carr, 988-5767.

The,Ra;en
131 16 FLORIDA AVE.

ous publications and has lectured at universities in the
United States and Europe.
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·' Library reading room
.loses hundred seats

F. L.ee·Bailey
to talk here

FILM ART SERIES

Michael's

3 MIDNIGHT SHOWIN.GS ·.

· Se~food >· • Chicken • Sandwiches
9308 N. ·Florida Ave.
-Ph. 935-0005

"A CULTIST HORROR CLASSIC"

Spaghetti ·Specials!!
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT
Spaghetti & Meat Balls ••••••••••••• ••••••••• 89c
Spaghetti & Steak Parmigiana ••••••••••••• •• 99c

-

·

· - •Also

FLORIDA CENTER FOR THE ARTS

Spaghetti with Tomato Sauce ••••••••••••• ••• 79c
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce ••••••••••••• •••••• 99c
Spaghetti with italian· Sausage ••••••••••••• $1.25
Spaghetti with Shrimp ••••••••••••• ••••••• $1.55
Spaghetti with Crab Meat •••••• : ••••• , ••••• .$1.60
Spaghetti with Chicken ••••••••••••• •••• ~ •• $1.29

Super Cold: Bud & Michelob on Top

••• NEWSWEEK

I

1fltf lf THE
L1v1t1G DEili
aF

FRIDAY, JAN. 7, SATURDAY, JAN. 8, SUNDAY, JAN. 9
MIDNIGHT LAN 103 - ADMISSION 50c

NOTE: TICKETS AVAILABLE FRIDAY, JAN. 7, 1:15-4:30 P.M.
AT THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE -FOR ALL 3 SHOWINGS

*30th STREET & 143rd AVE. eEEe1w11E
BUSCH

BEER

12 Oz. Cans • 6 Pk.

I

99c

HOLSUM

BREAD

20 Oz. Loaf

COCA COLA

No Dep. 28 Oz-.

LAYS -T WIN PACK

POTATO CHIPS
* 802 WEST.FLETCHER AVE. BEER aWINE
* 142nd AVE. & 12th STREET a~Ee1w11E
OPEN FROM 7 A.M. 1 llL 11 P.M.

FLETCHER AVE. &-22nd ST. o,E124HRs.
;l
I

J

TEMPLE TERRACE, FLORIDA 33617

A new, combined facility for building
healthy bodies • . • inside and out!
The FOOD MARKET, in addition to a
complete line of natural vitamins and
mineral products, featu res fresh grown
org,anic vegetables and fresh baked whole
grain breads with no preservatives!
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Baltimore Colts vIs1t USF carnpus
By JOHN BRILL

housed in privately owned DeSoto Hall and they used USF's
The 1971 World Champion locker and training facilities
B9ltimore Colts came to town as arranged by Dr. Cecil
last week and were housed at Mackey and Dr. Richard
Bowers.
DeSoto Hall and USF.
The University is offering
USF WILL also play an ·imtheir facilities and Tampa is portant role in plans to bring
romancing the Colts to stay the Colts back for ttie summer
here next summer and play and exhibition games with the.
three exhibition games at use of the same facilities 1).nd
Tampa Stadiqm.
practice fields.
The pfayers liked USF, but
A MOVE is also underway some of .the bachelors
comto convince the Colts to move plained about the lack df fetheir franchise here.
males. Asked whether he
After the Colts and the would like to return to USF in
Miami Dolphins had won the summer, Johnny Unitas
berths in last Sunday's show- said, "I do what the team
down for the American Foot- does, I just work here."
Place-kicker Jim O'Brien
ball Conference title and a
trip to the Super Bowl, plans summed up his' feelings about
were made for the Colts to coming back by saying, "I
train in comparable weather guess there would be a lot to
and get another look at what do here in the summer if you
USF and , Tampa have to had a boat."
ONLY. TWO complaints
offer.
were aired while the C9lts
USF played a big part in stayed at USF. Owner Carroll
landing the Colts last week. Rosenbloom said the air
The World Champions were conditioning at DeSoto was a .
oracle Sports Editor

Banner going up •..
outside DeSoto Hall welcomes the USFTa,mpa.-Baltimore Colts to town. The foam

Colt

used USF facilities in their four-day stay.

ayers rap abo_ut
•
prob/' ms
pro ball
p

'

r

By VALERIE WICKSTROM
oracle staff Writer

"Hello. This is the office of
the football World Champion
Baltimore Colts. May I help
you?"
The greeting leaves one
breathless to say the least.

.

you never hear about the out-

When a kid g es to abuse. '
standing students; only the
college, he is lured y the
Matte revealed that he man in the end zone," Mackbig footba,ll schoo . On doesn't mind being called a ey t:oncluded.
campus, you neve11 hear "garbage•: runner, saying
(USF WILL not have a footthat "it doesn't sound so hot,
about the outstar,ding but the publicity
ball team in the foreseeable
is good".
students; only the man in
Halfback Don Nottingham, future because of the money
-t he end zone: '
17th ·ctrilft hoice in the NFL J~ng teams can co. t any uni.

of carbon), white polished
footballs, shirts, caps, and
socks. Matte even signed a
basketball for the son of USF
Physical Education Department head Dr. Richard Bowers.

Students,
c~amps eat
same food
Everyone knows the Baltimore Colts are human, most
are just bigger .than average.

PH01'1E-callled

Colt iohn l\' acliey

Smith tried to figure out a
way to squeeze his 6-8, 295
pound frame into the 'normal'
chairs at a P.E. classroom for
the first team meeting.
All and all things ,went well
for the Tampa Colts. in their
stay at USF.
The Colt family couldn't believe the support the area
showed fo~ the 71 member
party.
A CROWD of 18,000 waited .
at the airport to meet the
?quad's chartered fiight.
The team practiced in secrecy at Tampa Stadium, but
opened the last session to the
public as a "thank you" to the

Tony Kaskey, manager of
food services at DeSoto Hall,
reports he received a sample
menu from the Colts and he
sent them a sample of what
DeSoto usually offers students.
The Colts decided on that.
Kaskey . said the World
Champs ate the same thing
as students, but just "little
more."

a

The two main meals consisted of roast beef and
chicken. The Colts had hamburger (twice), hot dogs and .
meatloaf for lunches. The
usual breakfast was ham, eggs
and pancakes. Beverages consumed most were rriilk and
iced tea.
Food was prepared for 71
members of the Colt family
who were "very pleased" according to Kaskey.

Bi9 Bubba •••
all 6'8" 295 pounds of him gets ready to load
the team buses to a practice session at
Tampa Stadium after first team meeting.

/

Inside

USF tank~rs sink /
in. season 'openers~
The University ·of. South
Florida swim team opened
their 1971-72 season over the
holidays, but the results were
anything but festive.
The Brahmans are 0-4 and a
tougher schedule lies ahead.
USF TANKERS were on a
long road trip that had three
meets in six days with stops
in Georgia, South Carolina
and North Carolina.
The Brahmans d r o p p e d
their first meet to Geqrgia
70-43 and came closest to victory against South Carolina
before bowing 59-54. Other
loses were to Maryland and
East Carolina.
.
Coach Bob Grindey said one
of the problems is "five or six
fellows are doing the work

•
Cage:rs open season with Win
,
,find va·rsity Schedule tough
I

a

1

·fans. ·A pleased reaction raced
across their faces as the
players were cheered by
12,000 people who came out on
New Year's Day to watch a
kicking drill!
As the team left for the
buses, Willie Richardson displayed the team's feelings
best by throwing a ball into
the stands and saying ." but oh
man, this is great. We don't
have support like this anywhere."
Negotiations continue • and
the chances are good that you
may see the Colts strolling
around the USF campus next
summer.

What do you feed these
men? Would you believe a
college oriented menu.

Ted "The Mad Stork'i Henv'frsity. Officials feel ' that { dricks grinned
fur
1971'
to!
us
he
didn't
;nind
as fans $Teeted
to my being the only female
supporting coll ge ball
the fact tl1at everyone re- sipce Tampa alrea: y ha'S a him by the name he rrtiortedpresent last week, when as a
ferred to his "lastness" be- college team (Univ. of Tampa ly hates, and Bubba Smith
member of the USF Oracle
fore his playing. "If you're Spartans) and a possible pro came dancing out of the basestaff, I interviewed the Balti- clutching fist in the direction first choice, everyone
expects team in the future, there is ment locker room singing
more Colts.
of a .classroom where the de- you to make it big. If you're not room for a college pro- "Oh, it feels so good" and
"The Concert for BangEighteen thousand enthusi- fense would move following a Jast and you make
it, it's gram at USF.)
shaking hands with fans as he
a.stic Tampa Bay-area fans general team meeting. It did something else," Nottingham
la
Desh" recording will
Returning to drugs, Mackey signed his name next to a
greeted the World Champion · look like the Colts might en- said.
be
presented
in a special
1
,pointed out that there is drug page occupied by the signaColts the Tuesday night they eounter some seating probbenefit
concert
Friday
SECOND-STRJNG quarter- · tl!buse in every institution ture of Joe Nfilllath (N.Y.
arrived in Tampa for four .]ems ; the average college stunight
in
the
gym.
See
Jets
Quarterback)
in
one
back Earl Morrall said that in whether it be college, the
days of vigorous practice.
dent for whom the chairs are
story
page
young girl's book:
2-B.
16
years
armed
of
forces,
pro
football,
or
pro
drug
football.
Although we were among provided, isn't 6'8" and
Y' Y' Y'
those who had to follow the doesn't tip the scales at 295 abuse "has really been ex- "I'm not naive enough to say
HOLDJNG A Florida oraggerated."
· ·
. it doesn't exist," he said, "but
play-by-play of the airport ar- lbs. like Bubba.
Scary
horror f i I m,
·Tight end John Mackey, just like the racism problem ange, Norm Bulaich declined
rival on TV, Oracle Sports
Bubba spoke from experione fan's offer for "dinner" at "Night of the Living
it
is
exaggerated."
dressed
in
royal
blue
double
Editor John Brill, reporter ence, having encountered bedher house and walked with Dead," is scheduled for
Joe Guidry and I were excited ding problems the night be- knits with 2" wide navy
,.,, Y' Y'
Johnny U. towards his rented this weekend. Read all
for our own reasons.· We had fore when DeSoto personnel stripes on each leg, smiled
gold
Grand Prix.
when
asked
if football was imthe details on page 2-B.
As the team left the lockers
received permission to "fol-. put two twin beds together so
portant
in
college
and
replied,
and exited to return to their
And the Colts left, leaving
low the Colts" on the USF Bubba could lay diagonally
Y' Y' Y'
"Hell, yeah". He said, "Engi- DeSoto rooms, the players behind them an impressi6n of
campus.
for his night's rest.
An
exhibition
of World
neering and science buildings were greeted by autograph the Super Colts; a group of
WE SHOWED UP bright · ,IN A FLURRY of briefcas- are built from money and that seekers.
War
I
posters
is
now at
The players com- men who are much more than
and early for the Colts' fir st es, papers, and projectors, .the money can come from foot- mented on
USF.
See
two
posters
interesting things a mass of brawnr: a 'dedicated,
team meeting Wednesday Colts suddenly vanished into a · ball. When a kid goes to col- they had signe,
d, listing news- intelligent team, working to from the collection and
morning.
second USf'. classroom and lege, he is lured by the big papers, legal pads, notebooks become the champions
of more information on page
But what does a· 5-ft. girl oµr Sports Editor hurried in football ·schools. On campus, (With as
many
as
four
sheets
their
sport.
·
8-B.
say when she finds herself the after them.
only obstacle between approxBack in the locker room
imately 40 professional foot- after Wednesday's 81 degree
ball players and a lone water practice, Johnny unit sl- s
fountain?
"Uh, Hi !,,
praised USF' s physical facilities and ·commented , on the _
MY FIRST meeting with importance of good intramurthe Colts was impressive in al football programs. "Sports,
ways other than size. Half·
• ul
all
back Tom Matte was the first parhc ar1y footb ' are a
great way to rid oneself of
to arrive, driving up to USF's frustrations and harmful emophysical education complex in tions" , Unitas said.
a sporty red Dodge Swinger
When asked about the lopand making an impressive en- sided publicity quarterbacks
trance with · several managers
receive, Unitas replied that ·
11nd a trainer. The. injured "it's just the way things work
While USF students were
USF lost their fifth game to
Colt was dressed m dark out Actually our linemen do relaxing and enJoymg their
Southern
Illinois before taking
flares and a "wallpaper" mo~t of the work on what
a short holiday break.
vacation, the USF Brahmans
th
flowered s~irt . whil~ 'O er , is considered a quartj back's
were hard at work cranking
players who .arrived m green good day."
Coach Bob Shiver's freshUSF se~urity wagons wore · · UNITAS SAID he ha never up their first varsity basketman also opened their cage
the_ officially-mono~amrned seen drug abuse on tlie foot- ball season.
season during the break. The
sol!d red and blue kmt shorts ball field and condemn d rebaby Brahmans beat Stetson
The effort paid off as the
and shirts.
87-80 and lost to Florida 97-70.
cent book by Dave hlVggyesy
Although the team was al- which · supposedly •~xposes Brahmans won their first varTHE BRAHMANS are play- .
. ready more ~han_ half an ~our drug abuse in athletics, call- sity game over Stetson, 74-73 .
ing one of the toughest schedlate for their ~irst meetmg, ing "Out of Their League," "a The hero of the upset was John
ules in the country, especially
Kiser, who coolly sank two
most peered hazily around_ the waste of time."
for a first year varsity squad.
f.ree
throws
with
five
seconds
white walls and wore obvwus
"Think ahead" was the adCoach Don Williams stated at
,
left
in
the
contest
to
ice
the
nd
early mornin_g "blahs" a
vice ToJn Matte offered to
the
beginning of the year that
victory.
·
sullen exp;essio_ns.
.
men considering a football ca\
the objective of the basketball
.
It wa5'.1 t until Bubba Smith reer. Matte emphasized the
THE BRAHMANS then lost
program was to compete with
walk~~ m that the Colt per1 importance of attending a
four
in
a
row
before
getting
the county's finest · schools as
sonallties began to show.
football - oriented college and
soon as possible and gain naBUBBA_ DOESN'T w~, he planning a career to f 11 back back on the winning trail.
. tional stature.
moves ~ 1th a w a 1 t z i ~ g, on or to have busine inter- Two of the loses were to Florida, 6-1 this year, and -two at
bounce-like step, an action, ests.
"There are .no breathers, no
the Alabama Classic where
which when executed by his
Matte said he and m st pro
pushovers, and to emerge at
Alabama
and
Mississippi
State
mammoth frame, leaves one football players play for the
the season's end with a winthe Brahmans.
wondering what is really sport, not the money, pointing whipped
.
....
ning record would certainly
going by. The friendly ' giant
th t th
I
h ·
USF's second win of the
be gratify1ng," Williams said.
flashed a smile of white in our out a
ere. are _e~ P ysi- ·
cally exhaustmg Job with season came against BaldwinThe Brahmans next home .
direction as we three loosened higher pay and long r ca- Wallace. The Brahmans en- ·
game
is Saturday against the
our grips on the wall, and reers.
1
•.
joyed an unusual advantage
University cif Missouri (St.
began to joke with USF athagainst the Yellow Jackets,
Louis) at Ft. Homer Hesterly
letic department heads.
ALTHOUGH MATTE, knows USF had the tallest player on
Armory,
tipoff at 8:00 p.m.
"How we gonna' fit in those of a f!lW cases of drug abuse the
.court in 6'9" Fre~ Gib_bs.
, The baby Brahmans play at
chairs?" dra,wled Bubba as he in pro ball, he said tea s dispointed a huge, handkerchief- . courage abuse with strict
AND THAT

\

penalties for possession and

'

little cool and a few of the
players caught mild colds.
The other, really a joke, came
up as defensive end Bubba

5:30 p.m. Both teams travel to
Winter Park Monday to meet
Rollins.

Brahman g.ames
free to students

and the freshman · haven't
come through as expected."
DIVING IS one of the Brahmans most improved points
this year due to the addition
of diving coach, Rico Maschino, a former Brahman diver
and now a graduate student in
Physical Education.
Next opponent for the Brahmans will be the Florida Gators at Gainesville. So far this
year the Gators are 4-0 and
have beaten · two previous
USF opponents, G~orgia and
Maryland.
The Gators were ranked
10th in the nation by Swimming World magazine. Coach
Grindey puts the Gators
"surely in the top 8."
First home meet for the
USF squad is Jan. 13 against
Vanderbilt and Denison at
4:00 p.m.

Tryouts .
set for

this week
Three USF varsity teams
will hold tryouts this week to
complete their teams for the
1972 season.
JoAnne Young, women's
tennis coach, reports practice
will begin Monday. Sessions
will be held Monday, Wednesday and Friday from 3 :30-5 :30
p.m. All advanced tennis
players are eligible to try out
for the team which consists of
six girls. The Brahmans first
match is Jan. 29 against Florida.

Just a reminder - the next
Brahman basketball game is
Saturday at Ft. H o m e r
Hesterly Armory against the
University of Missouri (St.
Louis), tipoff at 8:00 p.m. The
freshman host St. Petersburg
JC at 5:30 p.m. All USF stuTHE 1972 men's varsity tendents may enter these games
nis season will begin with a
and the remaining seven
team meeting on Tuesday at
home games at Curtis Hixon
3:30 p.m. (contact Athletic OfConvention Center free by fice for room
number). All
presenting your fee card and students with prior competiphoto ID.
'
tive experience are invited to
If you can't attend · the try out. If a student ·c an't atgames, listen to the Brah- tend at this time please conmans on WFLA radio , dial tact Coach Taylor before the
97(AM). The Brahmans will meeting.
Baseball tryouts are schedalso be oh WUSF-TV Channel
16 Jan. 14 against Florida uled for Monday at 3 p.m.
A&M and Jan. 21 with Mer- at the USF diamond. Coach
c·er. Both games start at 7:30 Beafy Wright invites any interested males. USF opens a
p.m.
34 game schedule hosting the
University of Tampa Feb. 29.
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All-star 'Bang/a . Desh'
presented in .gym Friday
,

•
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By ELLIE SOMMER
Oracle Activities Writer

The WUSF Broadcast Club
will sponsor a benefit concert
Friday night at 8 :30 in the
USF gymnasium for the refugee children of Bangladesh.
Admission to the concer t
will be 50 cents. Half of' the
proceeds will be donated to
the United Nations Children's
Fund for Relief to Refugee
Children of Bangladesh. Remaining receipts will go to the
WUSF Underground Railroad,
another non-profit organization in fi,nancial straits.

George Harrison

Before George Harrison's
album " The Concert For Bengladesb'; was actually released Broadcast club members had discussed using the
album for a benefit concert.

...

performs an impassioned "Bangladesh"
climaxing the August benefit concert in
Madison Square Garden Center/ The recording of f.hat concert will be presented at USF
Friday.

Shankar, a Bengali, explained his feelings about the
March 1971 reign of terror
which was unleashed on Bangladesh to eliminate oppo_sition to West Pakistani domination and to drastically reduce the size of t he population
of Bangladesh.
" . . .for· me there was great
anguish a nd suffering for a
number of months since

-=.llY WALT STEIGLEMAN
oracle Activities Editor

Friday, Saturday and Sunday at midnight, the USF
9;<.'l orida Center for the Arts
-will present an~ off-beat of:fering in the Quarter 2 Film
Art Series. The film: "Night
•of the Living Dead."
Unlike the nationally and internationally a c c 1 a i m e d
movies (with highly-lauded directors and highly inflated
budgets) typical of Film Art
_S eries presentations, " Night
c:Jf the Living Dead" is uniquely American and obviously
low-budget.
BUT IT'S probably the scariest, most down-to-ea rth horror flick ever filmed (not to
be put in the same class w:ith
" Eyes of Hell," last quarter's
waste-of-time fiasco in three
dimensions).
From an initial investment
of $114,000, the movie has
seen profits roll in exceeding
$3-million. There's a lot of
money in the fright busine .
l Traditional fright flicks us'lu11q.lly stop just short of pichir\ing the really scary stu1if,
hile the evildoers do most of
ftheir evil off-camera - leaving details to be completed in
t he' viewer's imagination (in
the fashion of TV bedroom
scenes) . We often see the
body after the murder, the des troyed town after the holocaust, or the mutated creature
after he becomes disfigured.
BUT "NIGHT of the Living
Dead" doesn't stop with the
imagination. The most memo. rable scenes involve parties of
tQe 'Living Dead' devouring
intestines, lungs, hearts and
assorted bits and pieces of the
co-s~rs (frph meat supplied

participated in the musical
jam session that brought in
almost $250,000 for the Bengali children.
Bob Dylan, who has not appeared in concert for a number of years pla yed with Harrison, Russell and Starr, a
musical rendition recorded on
one side of the three-record
album.

"KINGCOME'S" TRIMMINGS
11615 Florida Ave. at Fowler

Ph. 935-8168

Available
Hours
Daily9-6

Thurs, & Fri, 9-9

13520 UNIVERSITY PLAZA

January

12 Passion of Anna (7 & 9 P.M.) ••••••••••••• (Sw)

Jan~ary

26b Teorema (8 P.M.) ••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• (Ital.)

February

9 The Hour of the Furnace (8 -P.M.) •••. -• ••••• (Arg.)

March

.- • (Fr)
1 My Night -at.Maud's (8 P.M.) ••/ ••••••.••••
,

April

19 Weekend •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• (Fr)

May

3 Crazy Quilt (8 P.M.) ..•.••.•...••••••••.• (Am)

.

*

Dresses
long Dresses

* Jeans
* Skinny Ribs

1

A unique earning opportunity for women.
We need 50 women now.

1
•

Company representative Gil Maloney, will
be on campus, 9 a .m. to 4:30·p.m., Jan. 17,
1972 for interviews.

'

•

I
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* Bikinis

Lan-lit Auditorium-LAN 103

JUST TO NAME A FEW

Faculty & Staff 3.50

Public 4.50

Memberships by
Subscription

Stuclents 2.50

Founded in 1923

Westshore.Plo.z.~ - Ta.Tofa.

HASE TICKETS AT UNIVERSITY CENTER DESK
· PURC_
OR CONTACT DR. GOULD Ext. 2454, LAN 259

a..- -St.Pete
Gentro.l fla.z _

Start your New Year with a brand-new ·outlook on LIVING!
~ >U~ooc l. c.~!I l<.>r •

For information and appointments call Career planning & Placement, Ph.· 2295

1
•

31BR.,2 Bath Townhouses. ..
~

FLORl'A CENTER FOR THE AR~

3 MIDNIGHT SHOWINGS

Appointments

Presents the-World's Finest Films
In an Unparalleled Series During 1971-72

LUZIER IS HERE!

.

PH-971-3633

FILM·CLASSICS LEAGUE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA

Needlepoint Yarn & Bags

The result of their work
and concern . is a presentation featuring the -entire
a lbum played over a sound
system in the USF Gym. The
concert · will include a light
show designed by' Educational
Resources, slides ·from - the
Bangladesh Concert at Madison square Garden, and film
projections edited by members of the club.
The album itself, however,
courtesy of a Pitts burgh will provide more t h a n
enough entertainment, featurwholesale meat market).
Tickets will be available at ing s uch artists as George
the door (Language-Lit Audi- Harrison and Ravi Shankar torium) 1mmediately before tj'le two people who together
· qiade the album possible.
each showing.

FILM ART SER~ES

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLiNG

· MONOGRAMS

'Living ,Dead':
·fright film classic

~

March and it came from such
an emotional pitch."
Shankar expressed his ideas
to George Harrison. Concern
quickly turned into action as
Harrison called Ringo Sta rr in
Spain. The performers who
were contacted showed a deep
concern for the children and
the loss of Democratic ideals.
Leon Russell, - Badfi~ger,
Eric Clapton and -others also

! '

,

'

"A CULTIST HORROR CLASSIC"
• • • NEWSWEEK

where the livin' is easy - because the ·FHA 236 Plan permits
you to live better for LESS THAN RENT! And it's all in a spectacular setting of big trees with lots of s~ade and luxurious landscaping - near schools, s hopping centers, and access to the
Interstates 4 and 7,5 .

11~rGlif

LOCATED AT

oF THE

L1v1t1G DEl'D

30th St. at Sligh

FRIDAY, JAN. 7, SATURDAY, JAN. 8, SUNDAY, JAN. 9
MIDNIGHT LAN 103· - ADMISSION 50c ·

. MODELS OPEN 11-6
Except Thursdays
PHONE 237-3959

NOTE: TICKETS AVAILABLE FRIDAY, JAN. 7, 1:15-4:30 P.M.
AT THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE -FOR ALL 3 SHOWINGS

TO OUR CAMPUS FAMILY: SAGA FOOD SERVICES
BIDS YOU WELCOME BACK - HAVE A GOOD YEAR!

GORDON'S ·
~ JEWELERS

fLETC.,H £R

Our business is feeding the "inner man" what he wants, what his good
health demands, and at what his pocketbook can afford.
But - STUDENTS are our most important "Product!"
Fred and Steve an~ their teams want to give you what you want and welcome your suggestions on food and service.
•
I
It's your table, so pass on your ideas to them to try. - we want to cater

Food
Service
Facilities

to your taste.
We appreciate a'nd thank you for your support and patronage.

John Lynde~

.

•

AVf.

ANDROS

CtNTE'R

f:. HOLL

Director, SAGA Food Services

P.S.
SAGA Food Services will also cater any dorm lunch or dinner functions ·
you can b~ proud of at low, low prices yet with a.II the fancy trimmings. See us
to help you with the planning.
MEAL PLAN PRICES
* NEW MEAL PLAN
12 meal plan - Any 12 meals Monday through Sunday.
$178.90 + 7.16tax = $186.06 2nd quarter, '
$178.90 + 7.16tax = $186.06 3rd quarter

10 meal plan - Any 10 meals served Monday through Friday.
$161.73 + 6.47 tax = $168.20 2 nd quarter,
$161.73 + 6.47 tax = $168.20 3rd quarter

SERVING HOURS

20 meal plan - Manday breakfast through Sunday lunch.

GORDON'S
.

~ J E W E L ERS
IN TAMPA -SHOP AT GORDON'S

e3924 BRITTON PLAZA SHOPPING CTR.
• NORTHGATE SHOPPIN GCENTER
• TERRACE PLAZA, TEMPLE TERRACE
OTHER STORES IN: ST. PfTERSBURG, CLEARWATER,
SEMI NOl.E. BRAD ENTON, PLA NT CI TY A NO LAKEL AND

Illustrations enlarged

r

12-2-06·14

$ 189.34 + 7.57tax
$ 189.34 + 7.57tax

= $196.91

·

= $196.91
,OR

$~73.68 + 14.98 ta~ = $388.66 Quarter II & 111

15 meal plan - Monday breakfast through Friday dinner,
$171.73 + 6.87 tax = $ 178.60 2nd quarter,
$171.73 + 6.87tax = $ 178.60 3rd quarter '
Meal plans may also be purchased any time during the quarter
based on the rema ining unused portion. This price changes each
Monday of the quarter. Purchase in Andros 11 0A.

BREAKFAST 7:15 - 9 :00 M-F
LUNCH 11 :15 - 2:15
DINNER 4 :30 - 6:15

SNACK
BAR

SAT.

9 :00 - 10:00
12:00 - 1:30
4:30 • 6:00

SUN.
10:00 - 11 :00
1:00 - 2:30
CLOSED

9:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M. 5:00 - 2:00 A.M. 4 :00 - 2 :00 A.M.

GUEST PRICES
Breakfast
Lundi

Dinner
Saturda y Steak

$1.25
1,75
2,50
3.25

VENABLES

SfEVE
MARTINI

Andros Cafe,

LYNDES

Argos Cafe.

F,S.D.

FRED

',)

JOMN

•

r

I

~
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"World War I Posters," a touring exhioition of anti-Kaiser Americana, is on display in UC 108
through Jan. 21. The 36-poster
showing is an extraction from a
Smithsonian Institute coliection.
'

Y' "World War I Posters,"
University Center (UC) 108, 1
10 a .m.-5 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays.
JAN. 7:

v "Night of the Living
. Dead," Film Art Series. Midnight, LAN 103. 50 cents.

cents.
v "Take the Money and
Run," 7:30 and 10 p.m. LAN
103; 50 cents.
JAN 10:
v UC Paul Newman Film
Series; "Secret War of Harry
Frigg," LAN 103, 9 p.m. 50
cents.
JAN.11:
Y' Jam Session • At>ocalypse Coffee House. 8 p.m.
Free.
JAN.12:
v "Alice Alice" - first ·

"A Concert for Bangladesh," · benefit presentation
featuring recorded perforQuarter 2 'speech production
mances by , George Harrison, - LAN 103, 2 p.m. Free.
Ringo Starr, Bob Dylan, Leon
v Intercollegiate B r i d g e
Russell, Ravi Shankar and 'Tourney, UC 255 7 p.m.
others. ' Gym, 8:30 p.m. 50 JAN.13:
cents.
v F. Lee Bailey, attorney,
Theatre.
Y' University Center (UC)
v Asolo theatre presents
Band Dance, featuring "Soul
"Twelfth
Night" Thursday
Operators." 9-12 p.m., UC
and
Friday
evening, Falk
Ballroom. 50 cents.
Theatre, Un i v er sit y of
11" Apoalypse . Coffee House
Tampa. $3 and $4.
presents "Duckbutter." 9 p.m.
CONTINUING EXHIBITS
75 cents.
JAN. 6-21:
"World War I Posters," UC
11" UC Weekend Mo v i e,
108
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon"Take the Money and Run,"
7:30 and 10 p.m. LAN 103 day through Friday.
(LAN-LIT Auditorium). 50 JAN. 7-31:
George Gund Collection of
cents.
Western Ar t, Librar y Gallery.
v Auditions for Quarter 2 J AN. 11-FEB". :
Theatre productions. Main
USF Undergradua te Student
stage, 7:30 p.m.
Show, Teaching
. Gallery.
JAN. 8:
Y'

AUTO - MOTOR BIKE· OTHER
SR 22's. All ages. Immediate coverage
&-payment plans
t

EASTERN UNDERWRITERS INC.
3805 Henderson Blvd. .Ph. 872-8431

Tampa

~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;;~~~~~
r

E& J BUSINESS MACHINES
'

Typewriters - Complete Sales &
Service on All Makes & Models

Special 20% Student
Dis~ount on Repairs

-Rolling Stone
0

'The audi~nce r~ally dug it. They were silent during the
playing, gave a roaring ovation at-the end of all ten
pieces, and clapped Fox on to five encores. Everyone
·knows that Bach is beautiful. But we have never before
attended a Bach concert in which the perforimer and
audience enjoyed themselves so much. When that happens, a Bach concert can be fun! "-~Associated Press
'

j

Got
Something
To Sell

HIRVY

alWlH

VIRGIL FOX
PABLO LIGHTS
WITH

• • •

ALL-BACH PROGRAM
RODGERS TOURING ORGAN

USE THE

January 15, 8:30 P.M.
McKay Auditorium

I

ORACLE

Classified
Section!!

Tickets $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
USF Full Time Students $2.S0, $2.00, $J.50
TICKETS ON SALE JAN. 10 AT USF THEATRE BOX OFFICE
USF Artist Series

Florida Center for The Arts

ALL WORK GUARANTEED
9405 NEBRASKA AVE.

(2 Blocks North of Busch Blvd.)

..

'

"Night of the Living
Dead," LAN 103, Midnight. 50
cents.
v "Take the Money - -and
Run," 7:30 and 10 p.m. LAN
103, 50 cents. •
v Apocalypse Coffee House
presents "Duckbutter. 9 p.m.
75 cents.
JAN. 9::
V

''A truly great occasion
in the history of music:'

INSURA,NCE

ActivitieS
v Auditions for Quarter 2
Theatre PiiOductions. Main
stage, 7 :30 p.m.

1

Y' Faculty recital; Martha
Rearick, flute, Marilyn Marzuki,- ~arp. Fine Arts (F AH)
101, 8:30 p.m.
V Night
of the Living
Dead," LAN 103, Midnight. 50

Tomaino named
alumni director
President Cecil Mackey has
named · Joseph N. Tomaino as
Director of Alumni Services
for USF. In appointing Tomaino, Mackey emphasized the
importance of an alumni's interest in helping a university
reach its full potential.
Tomaino's duties ~ ill include coordinating alumni activities, establishing n e w
alumni clubs and serving as a
liaison between alumni and
USF. He was serving as Assistant Director of Student
placement at the time of his
appointment and has I been a
Peace Corps worker in Chile.
He holds an Adult Education
degree at USF.

UNIVERSITY.
CH.ILD CARE CENTER
,
13901 N. NEBRASKA AVE.
(Near The Fletcher Ave Exit of 1-75)

.

AComplete Program of Child Care Services Designed for The
Children of Working Mothers.

1.
2.
3.
i 4.
5.
6.
7.

Day Nursery
Kindergarten
Open 24 Hrs. & Weekends
·eaby Sitting, All Hours
·
Overnight and W.eekend Boarding
Nutritious Hot Meals
Professional Supervision
,

Low Rq_tes By .Th~ Hour, Day or Week
·10% Permanent Discount To All USF
. Students, Faculty, and'Staff.
Apply at.13901 N. Nebraska Ave.
or Call: 971-2469

DRIFT IN! CHECK OUT OUR
I

Don't Miss

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ADULT GAMES

INCENSE
CANDLES
LAMPS
CARDS
SCULPTURE
BIG ON POSTERS, PLUS
ALL- BLACK LIGHT
ACCESSORIES
I

I

TEMPLE tERRAC~
8872 Terrace Plaza
HRS.: 10-9 MON.-FRI.
10-6 SAT.

f

now buys
·you all
the music.

..

Until very recently, if you set out with system available.
to offer you a quality sou'nd system at
four hundred dollars to purchase a
No technical sorcery is responsible for a cost substantially lower than that
complete stereo system, you were
the surprising performance of the
which was previously possible.
likely to be disappointed. To purchase Small Advent Loudspeaker. To build We include with the Garrard a
a music system that could reproduce into the speaker its excellent low
dust cover, a base, and a Grado FTE .
the lowest octave(s) of deep bass, you frequency capabilities, Advent has had cortrid)Je - a smooth, light-tracking,
found you hod to spend about six
to give up a small amount of
wide-range cartridge with fine -high
hundred dollars; for four hundred
efficiency and power handling ability: freq uency capabilities; It complements~
dollars a componerlt system did not the Small Advents will not play as
the excellent high frequency
exist which could produce really low loudly as the larger Advents.
characteristics of the Small Advent
boss.
The Pioneer AM/FM stereo receiver Loudspeakers and the Pioneer
But this hos now changed.
provides enough power to satisfy both receiver.
Because of two n.ew products, we're you and the Advent speakers; it
The complete system, guraranteed for · ,
now able to offer (and guarantee) a delivers into the fou r-ohm Advents
two yea·rs, ports and labor, costs
complete AM/FMstereo phonograph more than 34 watts of RMS power, 399. 95. You can sit bock and hear all
system which provides the necessary with less than 0.8% total distortion. the music.
range to reproduce all music. The
(RMS is the most demanding and least ·*In most talk about stereo equipment, ·
system consists of two new Smaller flashy of the various power rating
a 11new" product is one that is either
Advent Loudspeakers, a Pionee.r
systems.) The FM and AM.tuner
''.better" or 11worse" than a "hot-new"
AM/FM stereo receiver, and a
sections ot the Pioneer receiver are product. (Sometimes it is '1the s(!me", ·
Garrard SSB automatic turntable both sensitive and selective: weak
but with a few additional frills with a Grado cartridge.
stations as well as strong will be
black-light front panel, Day-Glo
The new* Smaller Advent
received with a surprising fullness and controls, Remote Coqtrol, etc.) The
Loudspeak~rs ~md the Pioneer
'clarity.
Smaller -Advent Loudspeaker is really
receiver make possible the increased To match the level of quality whic~ the ·"new" - not better or worse than the
performance and lower cost of th.is Pioneer receiver and the Smaller original Advent. It was· designed to
system.
Advent speakers represent, we
answe~ a very real need - the need ,,
The Smaller Advent is the onlt
recommend the Garrard SSB
for a quality loudspeaker at low cost
loudspeaker costing less than the
automatic turntable. It has a good
and of small size which could provide
original Advent which can reproduce heavy platter, a convenient cueing every sonic characteristic that most
the entire musical range. Through the control, and minimal (also inaudible) people associate with the best possible 1
Small Advent you c;an hear the bottom · wow, flutter, and rumble. The
loudspeaker, when connected to a
octave of piano and pipe organ, the Garrard, with the Advent speakers low-cost receiver or amplifier.
lowest notes of the double bass, or the and the Pioneer receiver, allow us
·
bottom string of an electric bass
guitar. (These low freq uency sounds
have a lot h> do with the enjoyment
you will derive from your music
"
system.)
On all kinds of musical material, and,
under most listening conditions likely
to apply in most homes, the Smaller
Advent is the equal of any speaker·

..

.the
stereo
shop

1536 south dale mabry, t ampa, florida 33609
phone 251-1085

.I

'\
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EUROPE ''72''

Florida: the Demo's battleground
Pledging to "speak for the
America that Washington has
ignored," he broke tradition
by announcing his candidacy
1029 miles from his home in
New York.

Four months ago, John V.
Lindsay was the LiberalRepublican Mayor of New
York City. Today, he is a candidate in Florida's Democrat- ic Presidential Primary.

Lindsay choose Miami for
the announcement because it
was the location of the 1968
Republican Convention which
nominated President Nixon
and it will be the site of the
1972 Democratic Convention.

HE CHOOSE to begin in
Florida rather than traditional New Hampshire, where
Senator Muskie (D-Maine) is
a strong favorite.
The 50-year-old New York
Mayor said he considers Florida with "its economic and
cultural diversity . . . a test,
for graduate work.
ground for the beliefs and
ing
Students will send their regI will run on."
principles
istration and book fees to
in Florida
campaign
"The
"YOU" and will -receive their
that
everything
it
in
have
will
books and other material
citthe
lose,
or
Win
me.
in
is
through the mail. Tests will
be administered through the izens of Florida will know
· mail or at various centers in there has been a fight," he
said.
the cities where students are
"I intend to win," Lindsay
located . .
added.
· Those interested should conwill work
tact WUSF YOU, University . HIS CAMPAIGN
spun
illusions
the
"shatter
to
of South Florida, Tampa,
administration."
Nixon
the
by
33620. Clubs or groups interested in having a speaker talk
on "YOU" may contact Ms.
/ Ann Mistretta at 974-2341.

Program .offers

courses over ~tv
"YOU: Your Open University," USF's experimental program which offers college
credit for television courses,
will begin in February over
WUSF-TV, Channel 16 and
,,-WEDU, Channel 3.
A(l interested persons may
\.r
take the course; there are no
prerequisites for the undergraduate offerings. USF and
high school students will be allowed to enroll.
The cost will be the same as
for other USF courses, $14 per
credit hour for undergraduate
work and $16 per credit hour

,-,-

Dr. John Newport
..

(B.A., D. Lett., Th. M., Th. D.,
M.A., Ph. D.)' Professor of
Philosophy -of Religion,
Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort
~ Worth Texa·s.

'ON.U. S.F.
i

I

.

"It is not a new prosperity

when t\vo million Americans
are thrown out of work in
three years . . . it is not a
generation of ·peace when our
bombs rain death on the men,
women and children of three
Asian nations ... it is not
strengthening the family when
a program to care for the
children of 30 million working
women is killed. by the President," Mayor Lindsay
charged.
Lindsay also took a shot at
the other leading Democratic
candidates, America "needs
to send a president to Washington instead of letting Washington send a president to
us." All of the other leading
Democratic candidates are
Senators or ex-Senators with
the exception of the other big
city mayor, Sam Yorty of Los
Angeles.
:FOLLOWING Lindsay by
three hours in Miami was
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey

(D-Minn), the 1968 Democratic Presidential candidate and
competitor for the office
again this year.
Humphrey accepted Lindsay's challenge to make the
Florida primary a major batt leground in the race to the
White House.
The entry of the New York
Mayor into the Flori~a primary brings the total of declared
candidates to five: Senator
Henry (Scoop) Jackson of
Washington ; former senator
Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota; Senator George McGovern
of South Dakota; and Los
Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty.
Senator Edmund Muskie of
Maine is expected to enter the
Florida race officially next
month. Senator Ted Kennedy
of Massachusetts has fulfilled
the legal requirement for having his name remove1 from
the ballot here.
THE LARGE number of
Democratic candidates al-

ready on the ballot, and several more possible, has
prompted Florida Secretary
of State Richard Stone to call
the new early test a "killer
primary." He said few could
do dramatically well, and
many could be damaged.

DOS

B'l'VDEXT

APAR'l'MENTB

·a mAD?

ADM. 102 Ph. 974-2695

Your On Campus
Travel Agency

Presidential candidate and
former vice president Hubert
H. Humphrey will be the guest
speaker in a free program at
8 p.m. Tuesday in the gym.
It will be his first campaign
speech since he announced his
candidancy for the Presidency
last week.
is
Go',lernment
Student
sponsoring- the . event.

AIRLINE • CRUISE • TOURS

IAMERICAN EXPRESS I
Representative

PICTURE YOURSELF AS
A PAULIST.

THE MOST UNIQUE
PIZZA PARLOR

MOW!

IN TOWN

Town house units with two separate
levels, a group living area and your
own room for the private times.
• close to everything • all electric
kitchen • centra1 heat & air c_onditioning

was a century
ahead of his
time . A m a n
with a vision
that came tr ue.
A man with
a belief that
a Community could be modern
and flexible enough to meet the
needs of the Church in every age
as they arise. A Community that
wouldn't lag behind the times on
leaden feet. A Community that
would communicate through the ·
spoken and printed word and one
that wouldn't be hampered by
specific activities when new needs
arise.
Next, picture the men in this
new Community. They would be
flexible. Each one would use his
own individual talents in his own
way and would be given tl:ie free:
dom to do so.
T hese are the Paulists. The
modern religious Community.
Keeping pace with the times.
Concerned. Involved.
If yqu ·can picture yourself as
a Paulist, why not write for more
information to: Rev. Donald C.
Campbell, C.S.P., Vocation Di•
rector, Room No. 41.lO

• modern Barcelona style furnishings• W\111
to wall shag carpeting • private entranceway
• two pools·• a modern recreation area

FAH 101 - · 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday - January 1-1
Topic:

"Chrisiianity and the Age of Aquarius"
Welcome Back Dinner,
1 Baptist Student Center - 7_
:00 p.m.
(Dinner - 6:30 p.m.)

a specialized agency of the United Nations dedicated to peace
and
,

THE STUDENT AID SOCIETY
a non -profit non-political organization dedicated
to helping students to help themselves
offer

415 West 59th Street
New York, N. Y. 10019

Scholarship information service.
Answers questions concerning scholarships w orldwid e!'
·
• Travel service.
~
Pl ans interesting tours to exotic lan9s!
• Reference Service .
all
Term papers, essays, book report s, theses, etc.
frequently usin g primary sources available only in the
.
for
Libra ry of Congress! We do not actually write the f inished
only $ 6
as, ignment since that would deprive the student of valu able
educationa l experience and defeat t he very purpose for
w riting for oneself in the f irst pl ace. We will provi de
"Your re ference service
background information and bibliographi~s which rank
Scved me m uch valuable
with such t ools as t he College Out line Seri es and encyclo.
time which I put in on
paedia reference services available only wi t h expensive sets.
other subjects. Result: 5
Limit of one draft at small addition al charge, per semester
A s and 1 8. "
per st udent in good standing. We can not answ er any
CN, Ann Arbor, Mich
question which we feel requires the advice of a doct or,
"The Vantage Point" is a lawyer', architect, engineer, or other licensed practitioner,
nor can we advise concerning your financial investments.
book put together by 5
ca n we undertake market research or survey s or
Neither
ghost writers and edited
provide ho me study co~rses.
by LBJ. Your re ference
service is almost like my
own personal ghost writer. "
1 Student Aid Society, PO Box 39042
LC, Gainesville, Fla.
:
1
L
20016
D.C.
Washington,
ation,
St
Friendship
:
"The 3 reference books
of which every student
I Gentl emen: I encl ose $6 for Study Abroad, :
needs personal copies
1
: Vacation Study Abroad and annual dues.
are Study Abroad, a
l
1 Name_ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _
good dictionary and
:
_
_
__
_
_
__
__
__
_
Ad?ress
:
thesaurus. I got a $ 10,000
4 -year scholarship from
I City, State_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Z iP- -- :
Study Abroad. "
AR, Berkeley, Calif.
•

~

FRIDAY
&

SATURDAY EVENING

-------------------·
Get Acquainted Offer.
on Any Small
-2Sc Off
Pizza

or

•

·Off on Any Large
Pizza
TERRACE PLAZA
CLIP COUPON

PH. 988-7391
EXP. 1-12-72

•

a revolut i-on 1n fashion

STUDY ABROAD
• Paris, France, 1972
■ New 19th Edition
■ Each copy is trilingual • 644 Pages
in English, French and
• Spanish
The most complete scholarship directory in the world list s more
than 234,000 scholarships, fellowships, loans and grants in more
than 129 countr ies or territori es! Tells who is eligible, fi elds of
study, financia l assistance, HOW, WH EN AND WHERE TO
APPLY! Reflects the latest scholarship approach costed by
financial need!
VACATION STUDY ABROAD
• Each copy is trilingual in Engli?~ • French and Spanish
More and more Americans are f locking overseas for summer
vacations; and an increasing proportion is young Ameri cans ! Wit h
the price war now raging on overseas airfares, record-breaking
numbers of young A merica ns will surge across Europe t hi s
summ er! VA CATION STUDY ABROAD tells how qua lif ied
pepple will go free! Provides information on short courses,
seminars, summer schoo ls, sc hol arships and travel grants avail able
each year to students, t.eachers and ot her y oung people and adults
planning to underta ke study or training abroad durin g their
vacat ions. T hese dat a were provided by so me 500 organizations in
54 countries !
STUD ENT AID SOC I ETY membership dues. Services offered :

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

~tStfothets.

1

THE UNITED NATIONS ED UCATIONAL,1iCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION

------

American Overseas Travel

for first speech

First,
picture a religious Communit y. A
Community
founded by
an Ameri-

.
Topic:
"Christianity and the Arts" '

$ Svalue

'

Humphrey here

1\IAXCHA

Monday - JaDuary 10

$1.50 value

PLAN NOW
With

LA.

CAMPUS:.

$ 6value

...

J

fast lltihtu Wttthi~g--<l!n.
BOUTIQUE

1,:~ir»•~~o:•-wr
,.
~

:-:
<
k
~

f.

open

fiit,.

tJt?

10. fo 10 Seven days a week;,:'.'<\~:
';;-:\;,.,'!

REFRESHMENTS SERVEDV/. .
f1}
•/ :

, .

,----• Z-----------•------

'~-----------------------

r

12802 Nebraska Avenue
. Between Flcrchet and :Fowler.

Phone 971~0077

/

t

I
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Sur vey "sh ows students
favor voluntary ROTC

Personnel shakeup
brings changes

YOU TO, CAN ENJOY TH~ HIGHEST

STANDARD of QUALI TY
COUNT ON SPOTLESS TO
DELIVER THE BEST
CRAFTSMANSHIP AT
. COMPETITIVE PRICES

/

in key positions
DR. BRIGGS

.,___

.....

Three key University posts
were filled last week in a series of personnel changes.
Howard R. Steele, who has
been assistant director and di•
rector of computer technology
at Florida Alantic University,
Boca Raton, since 1963 will
become director of the USF
computer research center effective Jan. 3.
Steele, 47, replaces Dr. Jack
·A. Chambers who had held
: the post at USF since July
· 1967. Chambers will become a
. full-time research professor in
the USF computer research
· center.
· Before comi ng . to Florida
: Atlantic University, Steele
had been a systems engineer
with IBM Corp ., a management planning and operations
analyst with Maule Industries
of Miami, an engineering instructor with E mbry Riddle
Aeronautical Institute, and a
systems analyst- with the
Standard Register Company
of Dayton, Ohio.
In other personnel changes,
Dr. Carl D. Riggs, vice president for academic affairs, announced the appointment of
two USF professors to key ac•

ademic posts.
Dr. William H. SQheuerle,
associate professor of English, has been named an assistant vice president for academic affairs at USF and will
assume his new post in January, Riggs said.
THE SECOND academic
post, director of graduate
studies, has been assumed by
Dr. John C. Briggs, former
chairman of the USF zoology
department and chairman of ·
its oceanography program.
Briggs replaces Dr. R. W.
Ellis, currently an assistant
vice president for academic
affairs, who formerly served
as assistant dean for graduate
studies.
Riggs sajd that both professors were promoted to their
new posts after a careful
search of eligible faculty and
after consultation with deans,
department chairmen, and
members of the faculty.
An authority on the distribution of marine fishes, Briggs
received nationwide publicity
last fall when he was called
before the U.S. Congress to
testify against a proposed
sea-level Panama canal which

he said would endanger marine species from both oceans
if the mix of these species
were brought about. He is the
author of numerous . articles
on biology and marine biology.
Assistant Academic Affairs
Vice President Robert W.
Ellis, who temporarily guided
the graduate studies program
until Briggs was selected, will
continue in his post. Riggs
said that the two assistant
vice presidents, Ellis and
Scheuerle, were imperative to
the effective administration of
USF's increasingly large and
complex area of academic affairs.

In a survey conducted by
Dr. Paschal Strong, professor
of psychology, the majority of
the USF students polled favored a voluntary ROTC pro•
gram here.

Fifty-three per cent of
the women polled favorecl ROTC while only
49 per cent of the men
supported the JJrogram.

Of the 467 students ques- .
tioned 51 per cent believed
was a representative sam•
that USF should have a volun• pling.
tary ROTC program on camThe results showed that
pus. Thirty-five per cent op• women are apparently more
posed 'ROTC and 13 per cent anxious to see the military or·
ganization .. on campus than
had no opinion.
men. Fifty-three per cent of
the 173 women polled favored
STRONG MADE the survey ROTC while only 49 per cent
at the request of the ROTC of the 291 questioned men sup·
fact-finding committee of the ported the program.
University Senate which is
Most of the students ques•
considering a ROTC program
at USF. The students sur- tioned (246) were ln the 20 to
veyed were picked in a ran•
dom computer sampling of
classes in the spring 1971
quarter and Strong feels it

24 age bracket. Another 119
were from 15 t o 19 and 63
from 25 to 29. The remainder
were over 30.

LOCATIONS:
8914-56th St., TEMPLE TERRACE

AND

BUSINESS, education and '
engineering majors g a v e
ROTC its strongest support
with 60 per cent of students
majoring in those areas supporting ROTC compared to
only 40 per cent of basic
studies and liberal arts ma•
jors.

1 HR. CLEANING
AT OUR UNIVERSITY PLAZA PLANT

Some 253 students who had
grade point averages between
2.0 to 3.0 favored ROTC. Of
the 145 students with 3.0 to 3.5
averages 49 per cent favored
ROTC. Fifty-five per cent of
the 42 students with 3.6 or
higher averages supported
ROTC.
.

RES

,

FOR GUYS & GALS,
NEWEST IN HIPSTERS., Ml-.
DRISE, AND FULL RISE, SOLIDS,
FLARES,
STRIPES,
TWILLS, DENIM, BRUSHED
DENIM, AND · CORDUROY.
FROM $3.50 to 7.99. DRESS
SHIRTS, BODY SHIRTS,
LONG & SHORT SLEEVE
KNITS. RIB KNITS AT THE
LOWEST PRICE.

all the pizza,
chicken and salad
you can eat fo~

1\DULTERY

..CLEANERS & LAUNDRY

Largest Selection

SHAKEY'S
Slll[-~UNCH·OF-LUNCH

NEBRASKA Ar fOWI.ERi -97 ,_-oo07

*

San1tone
(cM!fiid NnsktDr.Y(lcanrr

$1. 39

SUBURBANETTE

HD i C.IFT SHO .
NOW OPEN!!!
A Unique Ca:rd and Gift Shop
Close to USF. '
Quality Gifts at Reasonable
Prices.
SHAUEY'S PIZZA PARLOR

Fletcher Ave. at 22nd St.
Open From 10 • 6

8114 N. Fla. Ave.

Ph. 971-7432

HRS. 10-7
SAT. 10 -6

Ph. 971-4254
/

....

-

•

ONLY 8 DAYS-LEFT
I

PICT'URES TO BE
TAKEN

Y l0 -1 4

UC204
'

.

TAAST

9a m -6 pm

c-__ CEFOR1972

AEGEAN PORT ..-..-TS BY APPT.
CAT,T, 974-2679 or STOP BY L
472
,

'

·1

'

\

r
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QUARTER ][

Special
TEXTBOOK CENTER HOURS:

PANTYHOSE SALE

Jan. 3 - Jan. 21 - Mon. thru
Thurs. 9 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Fri. - 9 A.M. - 4 P.M.
Closed Sat. & Sun.
Beginning Jan. 24 --:
Mon. thru Thurs. 12 - 7 P.M.
Friday 12 - 4 P.M.
Closed Sat.

Reg~lar $1.25 to $1.75

'NOW

.

C

U.C. Bookstore Hours:
Mon. thru Thurs. 9 A.M. - 8 P.M.
Friday 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Sat. 10 A.M. - 1:30 P.M.
Closed Sunday

. ....... ---=--- -- --•-=-•-GENERAL BOOKS
LOCATED IN
U.C. BOOKSTORE
.

\

• Over 15,000
Paperbacks
• ~Reference Books
•. Trade Books· .
• Children s Books
1

Just Arrive
JSpring Collection!
I

rJERSEYS . • Handsome hemmed sleeve iersey~with U-SF -inserts and contrasting color ·collar. Ideal for c·asual
or game wear.

T-SHIRTS

.

\

'

· Wide selection of solid colors-wi th solid color trim.
A durable well-fittin g shirt of blended cotton and
rayon fibers.

. HEALTH·FOODS
GO ORGANIC! CANDY!
. DELICIOUS!
FlavQr Tl"ee Snacks.

TEXTBOOK
RETURN
POLICY ·
The ~ookstore will accept the return of textbooks for fu II refund
at the beginning of each quarter
under the following conditions:
1. Books must be returned dur.:.
ing the first TWO weeks of
current quarter.
. 2. No refund will be made unless
books are ·accompanied with
a cash register receipt.
3. Books must bear the Bookstore price mark.
4. New textbooks must be free
of all markings - pen or pencil.
5. Special order and reference
books are not eligible for refund.
6. Textbooks, · new or used, returned ofter the · first two
weeks will be purchased at a
fair market value.
7. Defective books w ill be re:
placed free of c.harge. Please
return defective books as soon
os the defect is noticed•

_,>I

